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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
THE TEACHER SITUATIOU IN HIGH SCIIOOL 
The teaching profession has a constantl7 shifting 
personnel. Every 7ear many new teachers enter the pro- 
fession, there is a rapid turnover or experienced teach- 
ers changing from one position to another, and many are 
leaving the tield to be married, or to enter other occu- 
pations. A casual observation of current educational 
magazines and, or more recent months, news stand maga- 
zines, acquaints the reader with the fact that the prob- 
lem is serious concerning teacher shortages and result- 
ing inadequate preparation or those 1n service. The 
vast number of articles dealing with this subject indi- 
cates the universal concern. 
A report or a six-months survey or schools con- 
ducted recently by the New York TL~es is summarized 1n 
an article by Fines 
1. Three hundred fifty thousand teachers 
have left the american public schoola sinoe 1940. 2. One hundred twenty-tive thousand (one out 
ot seven) 1n the protession, are serving on an emer- 
gency or substandard certificate. 
J. Seventy thousand teaching positions are 
untilled because or inability to get necessary 
teachers. 4. Sixty thousand teachers in t~o United States have a high school education or le!~. 
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5. Twenty per cent or all teachers, or one 
hundred seventy-five thousand, are new to their 
jobs each year• twice the turnover that existed 
before the war. 6. Classroom teachers get an average ot 
thirty-seven dollars a weekJ two hundred thousand 
get less than twenty-rive dollars a week. 7. Fewer students are entering the teaching 
profession than in the pastJ in 1920 - twenty-two per cent or all college students entered teacher's 
colleges - today• seven per cent. 8. Veterans do not want to prepare to teach. 
Chly twenty thousand out or one million are in 
teacher's colleges. 9. Two million will suffer a major impair- ment in their schooling because ot poor teachers. 10. Five million will secure an interior education because ot the inadequate supply ot 
teachers. - 11. Only fifty per cent or the teachers em- 
ployed in 1940·1941 are still teaching today. 12. The average teacher in the United States 
today has had one year less education than she had 
in 1939. 13. Fifty thousand men have left the teach- 
ing profession since 1940 and are not coming back. 
Only fifteen per cent ot1all elementary and high 
school teachers are men. 
Fuller predicted n definite shortage for the future 
in elementary and secondary school teachers.2 Williams 
in School and Society uses a selt-explanato17 title, 
"Shortage ot Teachers ?or the Next Five to Ten Years", 
1. Benjamin Fine, "Six Months Survey of Schools, 
New York Times Education Survey", Th~ Seh~ol 
Executive, 66, No. 9, 28 (May, 1947'}"; 
2. Helen Fuller, "Teacher Shortages and Low Sala- 
ries", Progressiv~ Education, 22:9 (November, 1944). 
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to highlight the s1tuat1on.3 Bagley 1n the artiole, 
"Mounting Evidence Points To a Serious Shortage ot 
Teachers 1946-1947~ gives·re5ults or two studies on 
this problem. One study ot Indiana schools shows 
"the estimated number of teaching positions tor which 
regularly qualified and properly licensed teaching 
personnel will not be available beginning with 1946- 
1947 school year is two thousand three hundred ninety- 
eight ". The University or Minnesota stud.y carried out 
by Archer, also reviewed 1n this article by Bagley, 
gives data to show the serious lack ot qualified teachers 
and reports a situation "which may well be viewed with 
alarm."4 
Reeve 1n November, 1946, states that according to 
recent tiguresl 
"Five hundred thousand teachers have left the teach- ing profession. 
Sixty thousand jobs are unfilled. 
One in ten teachere is teaching on an eme-rgency cert1f1cate".5 
He concludes that the number or well-qualified teach- ers ls "dangerously low". 
3. L. w. Williams, "Shortage or Teachers Predicted 
For the Next Five to Ten Years", School~ Society, 
63:60 (January 26, 19q.6). 
4. w. c. Bagley, "Mounting Evidence Points to a 
Serious Shortage or Shortages, 19lt6•191~7", School 
.!ru!, Society, 63:92 (February 91 1946). 
5. W. D. Reeve, "Sflortage or Teaohpr~", Mathema- ~ I:~che~, 39• 340 (November, 1940}. 
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The situation in the field of :mathematios seems 
no brighter. 3ehorlin._~ queries& 
"VJho is going to teach science and mathe- 
matics 1n our high schools 1n the years just 
aheadT ••••• Y.any teachers of experience are 
leaving the elassrooms ••••• Young persons are 
re.jeoting teaching as a career ••••• The total 
number or students qualifying tor teaching 
certificates this year in all institutions ot 
teacher training will be a small fraction ot 
the two hundred thousand well qualified new 
teachers that we should have next tall ••••• There is convincing evidence that men teach~rs 
are now d1sappe~r1ng from our high school."b 
Other similar articles give an equally dark pic- 
ture or the problem of teacher shortage and possible 
resulting inadequate preparation. This justifies the 
present status study of m.~thematios teachers of Ne- 
braska high schools., 
6. Ralph Schorling, "Crisis 1n Science and Mathe- 
matics Teaching," Schoo Science and Mathemat1os, 
471 413-420 (May, 19 1 • ---- 
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RELATED STUDIES 
Some studies have been made on the status of 
mathematics in Nebraska secondary schools. One study, 
made by Schafer in 1926, gives the college hours ot 
mathematics taken by mathematics teachers and compares 
these with the hours of preparation 1n the subject 
tield taught by the teachers of other fields to the 
disadvantage ot the mathematics teacher. He also shows 
the degrees held by mathematics teachers, the salaries 
or mathematics teachers, and mathematic courses ottered 
1n Nebraska secondary sohools.7 
Walker made a status study ot mathematics for the 
school year 1936-1937.8 She presents data regarding 
the ma.thematics offered 1n accredited secondary schools 
or Nebraska and compares these findings with previous 
7. Marvin Schafer, "Present Status of Mathematics 
in Nebraska Secondary Schools~, Unpublished thesis, 
University of Nebraska, 1926. 
8. Jennie Christene Walker, "The Status of Mathe- 
matics In Accredited Secondary Schools ot Nebraska 
in the Year 1936-1937", Unpublished thesis, Uni- versity of Nebraska, 1937. 
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studies made by Johnson9 and EplerlO on mathematics 
offerings in Nebraska high schools. Walker also tabu- 
lated data on degrees and graduate hours or prepara- 
tion by mathematics teacher; years or experience of 
mathematios teachers; combination or subjeots taught 
by teachers ot mathematics. 
Another status study or the mathematics program 
in selected secondary schools of Nebraska was made 1n 
1939 by Bragg. This study traced the mathematics offer- 
ings 1n these secondary schools at two year intervals 
from the school year 1q28-1929 to the school year 1938- 
1939.11 
Theses de~ling with the status or the teacher of 
the secondary school or Nebraska 1n general include one 
9. Alvin w. Johnson, ·~Program 2f. Studie~ t.2.£ 
~ Secondarx Schools .2!. Nebraska, 1900-1935, 
10. Stephen Edward Epler, "Educational Trends 1n 
Nebraska, 1929-1932, As Revealed to the State Superintendent of Public Instruction", Unpublished 
thesis, University of Nebraska, 1933. 
11. Earl Edward Bragg, "The Preaent Status and 
Recent Trends in the Mn.thematics Program 1n Selected 
Secondary Schools of Nebraska", Unpublished thesis, Un1ver51ty or Nebraska, 1939. 
7 
by Webb in 1928. This study included the experience, 
training, and certification ot teachers.12 Other 
general status studies are those by Reod13 and Bogarl4 
both in 1938, and both dealing with turnover among Ne- 
braska public school teachers. Reed also gives salary 
data. Another thesis dealing with teacher tenure 1n 
Nebraska secondary schools is that or Schroederl5 1n 
1936. 
Theses dealing with the status or teachers in Ne- 
braska seoondary schools 1n spec1t1c subject-matter 
fields include one by Nichollsl6 in 1940, which deals 
with the science teacher. Another thesis is that or 
12. Orie L. Webb, "The Status or High Schools 
Teachers in Nebraska As Shown By Experience, 
Training and Certif1oat1on"l Unpublished thesis, 
University of Nebraska, 192~. . 
13. Calvin H. Reed, "Salaries and Turnover of 
Educational Workers in Nebraska Public ll1gh Schools", 
Unpublished thesis, University of Nebraska, 1938. 
14. William B. Bogar, "Turnover Among Nebrask..~ 
Public School Teachers", Unpublished thesis, Uni- 
versity ot Nebraska, 1938. 
15. Howard F. Schroeder, "Some Trends in Teacher 
Tenure in Nebraska", Unpublished thesis, Univer• 
aity or Nebraska, 1936. 
16. Wayne Harold Nicholls, "The Status or Science 
Teachers 1n Nebraska Public High Schools", Un- 
published thesis, University or Nebraska, 1940. 
8 
Do.nskinl7 1n 19tµ.i_, giving data on the business educa- 
tion teacher. Another more recent thesis is that ot 
Crownl8 on the teacher ot English. Some comparisons 
will be made later with these findings. 
17. Donald R. Danskin, "The Status of Business 
Education Teachers 1n Nebraska Public High Schools, 1943•1944", Unpublished thesis, University ot Ne- braska, 1944. 
18. Mary Julia Crown, "The Teacher of English in 
Nebraska High Schools", Unpublished thesis, Uni- 
versity of Nebraska, 1948. 
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THE PROBLEM OF THE THESIS 
Some studies or the status or mathematics teachers 
and of the teaching profession 1n Nebraska have been 
made, particularly during the war period. None of these 
give an adequate picture or the status or the mathema- 
tics teacher at present, 1n this post-war period. Some 
of the questions that arise concerning the mathematics 
teacher ares What is his present salary? How long has 
he taught? How long has he been in his present pos1t1onT 
~bat other subjects does he teach, or activities does 
he supervise? How much educational preparation has he 
had? Is the teacher ot the smaller high school as well 
qualified for his position as in the larger schools? 
The purpose of this study is to answer these and other 
questions regarding the status of mathematics teachers 
or Nebraska. 
The problem or the thesis is to determine the status 
ot mathematics teachers 1n Nebraska high schools tor the 
school year 1946-1947 in terms of: 
1. Position held by mathematics teacher 
2. Sex 
3. Salary 
4. Experience 
10 
5. Tenure 
6. Teaching load 
7. Combination of other subjects with mathematics 
8. Activities sponsored 
9• Preparation tor teaching 
PROCEDURE AND SOURCE3 OF DATA 
The reports or Nebraska high school teachers and 
administrators to the office of the Registrar of the 
University or Nebraska for the school year 1946-1947, 
and also those to the Nebraska Department or Public 
Instruction, were used to compile the data tor this study 
on teacher status. 
Form C (1946-1947)* was used to find the class 
schedule or each high school teacher of mathematics. 
Each teacher in Nebraska was expected to mako this re- 
port. Any teacher having one or more class 1n mathema• 
tics was included in the tabulation. From these teachers, 
the following information was obtained from Form Cl 
title of certificate held; degrees heldJ colleges trom 
which degrees were earnedJ the number ot college hours 
and graduate hours earnedJ number of years in present 
pos1t1onJ number of years experience in other high sohoolsJ 
* See Appendix fo~ a copy of this form. 
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number or mathematics classes taught and the number or 
pupils 1n these classes; number of classes taught in 
other subject-matter fields and the number or pupils 1n 
these classes; activities sponsored and t1Pe or activty; 
educational preparation 1n mathematics, in education, 
and in other teaching fields. 
Additional information was obtained trom Form A*• 
The following data was obtained from these reportsl 
positions held by mathematics teachers, experience, col- 
lege preparation, certificate held, and yearly salaries. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
For this study, mathematics teacher is defined as 
any person regardless of position who teaches one or 
more classes 1n mathematics in the high school. This 
decision was made because or a significant number or 
schools 1n several classifications where two or more 
teachers taught one or more mathematics classes 1n com- 
bination with classes 1n other subject-matter fields. 
The field or mathematics includes algebra, geometry, 
general mathematics, trigonometry, advanced algebra, 
solid geometry, applied n:athemat1c3, business arithme• 
tic, and high school arithmetic. 
* See Appendix tor a copy of this form. 
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LIMITATION3 OF THE STUDY 
This study is limited to the mathematics teaohers 
ot Nebraska high schools whose records were available at 
the otfice of the Registrar or the University ot Nebraska, 
and the Nebraska State Department ot Public Instruction. 
The study includes mathematics teachers or public 
high schools, ;:>arochial high schools, and teacher train- 
ing 1nst1tuion high schools, as far as information was 
available. The study was made or the school year 1946- 
1q47. Although some reports were not complete in every 
detail these reports were included because or the value 
or other items regarding these particular teachers. 
13 
CIIAP'I'ER II 
CLASSIFICATION AND NUMBER OF 
MATHEMATICS TEACHERS IN EACH GROUP 
To bring out comparisons among schools or various 
size as well as for convenience in summarizing the data, 
Nebraska high sohools were divided into tive class groups. 
These classitications were determined on the basis or 
enrollment, as this would tend to group schools together 
having approximately the same number or teacher per 
school and nearly the same subjects taught. All schools 
with an enrollment tor the sohool 7ear ot 1946-1947, ot 
1-50 were placed in Class VI 51-75, Class IVJ 76-150, 
Class IIIJ 151-3001 Class II; those with an enrollment 
or 301 or more, Class I. Table I 9hows the number of 
sohools and teachers 1n each class. Throughout the re- 
mainder ot this study the enrollment figures are omit- 
ted and the data are shown 1n terms of these group clas- 
sifications. 
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS 
Table I shows the number or schools included in 
this study was 465, and 1n these schools a total or 655 
teachers taught one or more classes 1n mathematics. 
There were fewer sohools in the larger enrollment 
group, 29 being included, which was 6.2 per cent or 
the total number or schools. Class II had slightl7 
more than twice as man7 with 64 schools, 13.8 per cent 
ot the total. Class III had 117 schools ~'hich was 25.2 
per cent. Class IV had 100 schools or 21.5 per cent ot 
all schools. Class V was the most numerous with 155 
schools, or 33.3 per cent. It 1a interesting to note 
here that one-third or the Nebraska high schools have 
an enrollment or one to titt7 pupils (aotuall7 seven 
to fifty, as the lowest enrollment or any high school 
available for this report was seven pupils). 
TOTAL NUlffiER OF MATHEMATICS TEACHERS 
In these 465 schools there were, as shown 1n Table 
I, 655 teachers or mathematics. For Class I schools 92 
teachers were included from available information.· This 
was 14.1 per cent or all teacher 1n this stud7. Data 
tor this group is meager because the larger enrollment 
schools have many teachers or long tenure who are not 
required to submit the reports used as sources for this 
study. Class II had 110 teachers, or 16.8 per cent ot 
the teachers included 1n this study. In Class III were 
15 
TABLE I 
NULtBER OF llATH!!UATICS TEACHmS IN 465 NEBRASIA 
HIGH SCHOOLS, 1946-19471 ACCOJIDmG TO SIZE O'I SCHOOL 
Enroll- Claas No. ot No. ot Math. Average No. ot ment Schools Teacher11 Math. Teachers 
No. % No. % Per School 
301-up I 29 6.2 92 14.l 3.17 
151-JOO II 64 lJ.8 no 16.6 1.72 
76-l.SO Ill 117 2s.2 162 24.7 1 • .38 
Sl-7S IV 100 21.S 122 18.6 1.22 
1-50 v 155 33 • .3 169 25.8 1.09 
Totals 465 100.0 655 100.0 1.41 
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162 teachers, or 24.7 per cent. Class IV had 122 teach- 
ers, or 18.6 per cent. Class V was tho largest number 
or any with 169 teachers, which was 25.8 per cent or all 
the teachers or this study. 
Also shoml 1n Table I are the average number or 
mathematios teachers per school for each class and the 
average number or teachers per school for the total group. 
This is ot s1gn1t1canoe only as a means or relative com- 
parison or the classes into which the total number ot 
teachers is divided. In Class V, that ot the smaller 
school, it will be noted that there was approxim~tely 
one teacher per school. The slight per cent over the 
whole number one is due to th& tact that some schools 
divided the mathematics classes between two mathematics 
teachers even when all of the mathematics offerings ot 
that particular school would not constitute a full load 
tor one teacher. Also, in each school ot this olaas 
some mathematics was taught requiring at least one mathe- 
matics teacher per school. In Classes II, III, and IV, 
more than one mathematics teacher per school is tound. 
In Class III, the average is more than three teachers 
per school. The largest number of mathematics teachers 
for any school included in this class was nine teachers. 
17 
CHAPTER III 
POSITIONS, SEX AND SALARIES OF MATHEMATICS TEACHERS 
POSITIONS HELD 
The 655 mathematics teachers in Nebraska high 
schools have been classified acoording to position 
held. Table 2 shows the results ot this grouping. 
Of the 92 teachers in Class I, the largest schools, 
none were superintendents, two were principals, and 
90 were classroom teachers. The 110 teachers of Class 
II were divided as rollowss 10 superintendents, 9 
principals, and 91 classroom teachers. In Class III, 
37 were superintendents, 35 were principals, and 90 
were classroom teachers. In Class IV there was a 
more even division as follows& 40 superintendents, 
29 principals, and 53 classroom teachers, a total of 
122 teachers. In Class V, the smaller schools, the super- 
intendents outnumbered each or the other groups as 
follows: 76 superintendents, 49 principals, end 44 
olassroom teachers, a total ot 169 teachers. The total 
nwnber or s1'!.~"l9inteni:lents included in this study was 
163, 24.9 per cent or the entire group. There were 
124 principals, or 18.9 per cent of all, and 368 class- 
room teachers, which was 56.2 per cent. The olassroom 
18 
teachers were a little more than h.~lt ot those included 
1n this study. 
SEX OF MATHEMATICS TEACHERS 
Class1t1oat1on according to sex is shown 1n Table 
3. or the 92 teachers 1n Class I, 38 were men and 54 
were women; in Class II 53 were men and 57 were women. 
In Classes III• V the men outnumber the women. or 
the 162 teachers in Class III, 94 were men and 68 were 
women, which was the largest majority held by the men 
1n any class. In Class IV, of 122 teachers, 71 were 
men, 51 were women. In Class V, 89 were men and 80 were 
women, a total or 169 teachers. The total number or 
men mathematics teachers was 345, or 52.7 per cent or 
the total. The women numbered 310, or 47.3 per cent. 
Thus it was round that a little more than halt of the 
mathematics teachers were men. 
SALARIES OF MATHE?.tAl'ICS TEACHERS 
Salaries or mathematics teachers are shown in Tables 
4, 5, and 6. Table 4 shows the salaries or mathematics 
teachers according to size or school; Table 5, accordi:ag 
to position held; and Table 6, aocord1ng to sex. 
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TABLE 2 
NUUBER OP' l!ATH~TICS TEACHERS IN EACH GROUP 
ACCORD!NG TO POSITION HELD, 1946-47 
Clasa Superintendent Principal Cla1aroom ill 
Teacher No. % No. % No. % No. % 
I 2 . .) 90 1),8 92 14.1 
II 10 1.s 9 1.4 91 1).9 no 16,6 
III 31 S.7 JS S.3 90 13,7 162 24.7 
IV 40 6,1 29 4.4 53 8.1 122 18.6 
v 76 n.6 49 7.S L4 6.7 169 25.8 
Total a 163 24.9 124 18.9 368 S6.2 655 100.0 
!O 
TABLE 3 
NUMBER or MATREMATIC TEACHERS IN EACH GROUP 
ACCORDING TO SEX1 1946-47 
Cla11 Yen Women ill 
No. % No. % No. % 
I .38 s.a 54 6.2 92 14.0 
II SJ 8.1 S1 8.7 llO 16.S 
III 94 14.4 68 10.4 162 24.8 
IV 71 10.8 Sl 1.8 122 18.6 
v 89 1.3.6 80 12.2 169 25.8 
Total.a )45 22.7 )10 47.) 6$5 100.0 
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The median salary for all mathematics teachers was 
$2364.29. Teachers of Class I and Class III schools had 
higher median salaries than this amount. Class II teach- 
ers had nearly $100 lower than this amount, and approxi- 
mately the same as Class V teachers. The median salary 
for Class IV teachers was close to the median salary for 
all mathematics teachers. The lowest salary or f'ull 
time employed teachers was paid to one teacher 1n a Class 
III school. The highest salary, t46oo, was paid to a 
mathematics toacher in a Cl~ss II school. This teacher 
also held the position or superintendent 1n this school. 
Salaries of Dltlthematies teachers in Class I schools 
ranged from $1550 to $42001 a difference of' $2650. In 
Class II there was a variatio~ of $3546, from $1054 to 
$~hoo. In Class III, there was a range or $33501 from 
$450 to $3800. In Class IV, the range was $302)1 from 
f480 to $3500. In Class v, there was a variation ct 
$2050, from $1350 to $3400. These 1nolude five part 
time teachers listed in the reports checked. It will 
be noted that there is the least variation ot salaries 
or teachers in Class v, the smaller schools. No mathe- 
matics teacher in Class I received less than $15001 and 
only one teacher of this class reoe1ved less than $1800. 
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TABLE 4 
SAURIES OF 1.!ATHF.w.TICS TEACHERS 
ACCORDING TO SIZE 01' SCHOOL, 1946-47 
Salaey .I II III IV v ill 
tro. No. No. Mo. No. No. ! 
Abov9 $3000 12 ll 26 14 6 69 10.; 
$3000· . 2 10 9 20 41 6.2 
$2900-2999 1 3 2 6 .9 
$2800-2899 17 s 8 1 s 42 6.4 
$2700-2799 .3 2 9 4 9 27 4.1 
$2600-2699 s 4 7 3 3 22 3.4 
s2soo-2S99 )* s s 6 9 28 4.3 
$2400-2499 4 7 6* 9 8 34 s.2 
$2300-2399 7 s s 6* s 28• 4.3 
$2200-2299 ) 10. 15 10 21 S9 9.0 
$2100-2199 6 11 8 7 7 39 6.o 
i2000-2099 4 17 is 12 ]J 64 9.8 
$1900-1999 9 s 8 12 9 43 6.6 
$1800-1699 s s 4 lli 28 4.J 
$1700-1799 3 1 .3 7 1.1 
$16oo-1699 4 4 .6 
il500-lS99 1 2 4 7 1.1 
Below USOO 2 3 3 .3 11 1.7 
Not GiTen ll 25 23 13 24 26 14.7 
Total.a 92 110 162 122 169 6SS 
Median a $2566.66 ~2280.00 $2483.~3 $2)66.67 $2276.19 $2364.29 
* Group in which median tall•• 
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TABLES 
SALARIES OF Jr!ATHJWATICS TEACHERS. 
ACCORDING TO POSITION HELD, 1946-47 
-- 
Annual Salary Superintendent Principal Teacher All 
No. % 
Above $.3000 52 .) 14 69 10.S 
$.3000 31* 1 J 41 6.2 
;2900-2999 .3 2 1 6 .9 
$2800-2899 11 6 2S 42 6~4 
i2100-2199 11 4 12 27 4;1 
$2600-2699 2 6 14 22 .3.4 
$2500-2599 6 6 16 28 4.3 
$2400-2499 s 9 20 .34 s.2 
$2300-2399 3 s 20 28* 4.) 
i2200-2299 6 24* 29* S9 9.0 
i2100-2199 2 9 28 39 6.o 
$2000-2099 3 15 46 64 9.8 
$1900-1999 1 4 .38 43 6.6 
$1800-1899 l 9 18 28 4.3 
$1700-1799 0 2 s 7 1.1 
U6oo-1699 2 1 1 4 .6 
$1.5Po-1599 0 2 s 7 1.1 
Below i1soo 0 4 7 11 1.7 
Not Given 16 12 66 26 14.7 
totals 163 124 ~68 655 
Ue-1ian Salaries !3000.00 $2241.67 $2210.34 $2364.29 
* Group in which median falls. 
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T.lBLE 6 
SALARIES OF MATHEMATICS TEACHERS 
ACCORDING TO SEX, 1946-1947 
Annual Salary Female All 
:No. 
Above $3000 S9 10 69 10.s 
13000 41 0 u 6.J 
l29oo-2999 6 0 6 .9 
'2800.-2899 34 8 h2 6.4 
12700-2799 22* s 27 4.1 
$2600-2699 20 2 22 J.4 
$2S00-2599 26 2 28 4.3 
i2400-2499 23 11 34 5.2 
'2300-2399 19 9 28* 4.l 
$2200-2299 2S 34 S9 9.0 
$2100-2199 9 .30 39 6.o 
$2000-2099 14 S<>* 64 9.8 
11900-1999 4 39 L3 6.6 
tlB00-1899 3 2S 26 4 • .3 
11700-1799 l 6 7 1.1 
$1600-1699 . 1 3 4 .6 
llS00-1599 0 7 7 1.1 
Below $1500 2 9 11 1.7 
Not Given 36 {;JJ 96 14.7 
Totala .345 310 65$ 
~dian Salaries $27)6.)6 $2072.00 12)64.29 
* Group in which median tall•. 
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In Class II there were only two teachers reoeivin~ less 
than $1500, one or these being a part-time teacherJ also 
it will be noted that these are the only two or this class 
receiving less than $1900 salary. In Class III there were 
three teachers receiving less than f.1500, two or these 
being part-time teachers. Likewise in Classes IV and V 
there were three teachers each reoe1v1ng less than $1500, 
one of each persons being a part-time teacher •. Thus there 
were eleven mathematics teachers rece1v1n~ less than $1500, 
but or these five were part-time teachers. 
Sixty-nine mathematics teachers received more than 
$3000, which was l0.5 per cent of the total. Forty-one 
teachers received exactly $3000, or 6.2 per cent or the 
total. Thus approximately one-sixth of the total number 
of mathematics teachers received $3000 or above. In 
Class I there were 12 mathematics teachers receiving more 
than $3000 and~ received exactly $3000; 11 in Class II 
received more than #3000, none received $3000; in Class 
III, 26 teachers received more than $3000, 10 received 
exactly $30001 in Class IV, 14 received more than $3000, 
9 received $)000; in Class v, 6 received more than $3000, 
20 received ~3000. It will also be noted that of these. 
110 teachers receiving $3000 or more salary, 89 are su- 
perintendents, 4 are principals, and 17 are classroom 
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teachers. Of these 1101 100 are men, and only 10 are 
women. 
Table 5 shows the salaries or mathematics teachers 
according to positions held. From this table we note 
that the median salary tor ma.thematics teachers who 
held the superintendency was $3000J the median salary 
tor principals was $2241.67; and the median salary fox' 
classroom teachers with no administrative duties was 
$2210.34. The median salary for superintendents was 
$758.33 more than that or the principal; and $789.66 more 
than that of the olaasroom teacher. There was little 
ditrerence between the median salary of the principal 
teaching mathematics and the classroom teacher ot ma.the- 
matics only $31.33. The superintendent's median salary 
was $635.71 more than the median salary for the entire 
group and the classroom teacher's median salary was 
t153.95 less than for the entire group. 
·Table 6 shows that men ma.thematics teachers received 
a median salary of $2736.36 and women teachers, $2072.00 
a year, or t.664.36 less than the men. Exactly 100 men 
mathematics teachers, or 29 per cent, received $3000 or 
more, while only ten women, or J.2 per oent, received 
above $3000. Two men received below $15001 and nine wo· 
men received below $1500. The median salary for men 
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mathematics teachers was $372.07 more than the median 
salary tor all mathematics teachers, while the median 
salary for the women was $292.29 less than the median 
salary tor all mathematics teachers. 
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CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIENCE AND TENURE OF MATHEMATICS TEACHERS 
YEARS OF l'HEVIOUS TEACHING EXPERIE?JCE 
The previous teaching experience of mathematics 
teachers of Nebraska high schools is shown in Table 7. 
This Table includes the previous teaching experience 
ot the teacher 1n the present position and 1n other 
high schools.or elementary schools. In this study it 
was not possible to determine what these teachers have 
been teaching throughout thsir teaching careers, whether 
it has been mathematics all together, or partly, or not 
at all, prior to the school term being oon$1dered 1n 
this study. 
The grouping shown in Table 7 is not given year- 
by-year throughout, as it seemed significant to show 
year-by-year experience only up to the tenth year, and 
from that point by tive or ten year intervals. 
The median number of years' previous teaching 
experience tor all mathematics teachers was 13.2 years. 
The teachers in Class II had the highest median number 
or previous years' teaching experience with 16.6 years' 
experienceJ those 1n Class I ranked next 15.05 years' 
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TABLE 7 
PREVIOUS TF.ACHING EXPERIENCE OP' J.rA THDA TICS TEAQIERS 
ACCORDING TO SIZE OF SCHOOL, 1946-47 
No. ot Yea.re Clus Clas a Clue Clue Clua All 
I II III IV v No. % 
Over 40 F•• 1 s l 3 4 lh 2.1 
31 - 40 yrs. 7 10 8 3 6 34 s.2 
21 - 30 Jr•· 19 2) 37 18 26 123 18.8 
16 - 20 yra. 10 18* 18 19 Jl 96 U.7 
11 - lS YT•• 9 16 19* 2.3• 2S* 92* u.o 
10 P-•· 2 3 8 4 1 2, 3.7 
9 yre. 2 6 6 7 s 26 4.0 
8 yrs. 4 3 6 s 7 2s J.8 
7 yrs. 2 1 7 1 7 18 2.7 
6 yrs. 1 l s 7 6 22 3.4 
S yra. 2 2 2 s 8 19 2.9 
4 yrs. 6 s 2 2 6 21 J.2 
.3 -,re. 4 s 8 6 4 27 4.1 
2 -,re. 1 2 9 6 s 23 3.5 
171°• 2 6 9 s 9 31 4.7 
None 3 2 16 7 11 39 6.o 
Not GiTen 17 2 1 1 0 21 3.2 
Totals 92 110 162 122 169 652 100.0 
Medians 1s.s l!:•· 16.6 l!:I• 11.8 zrs.12.)yz .. ·12e6z.!:Se 1).2 ~s. 
* Group 1n which median talls 
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experience; those in Class V were third with 12.6 years• 
experience; next, the teachers or Class IV had 12.J years• 
experience; and those of Class III were lowest with a me• 
dio.n number ot 11.8 years' experience. 
In Class I there were three teachers with no previous 
teaching experience; in Class II there were only two who 
had no previous experieneeJ in Classes III, IV, and V, 
the numbers increase considerably with 16, 11and11 re- 
speotively, who had no previous teaching experienoe. 
This makes a total of 39, or 6 per cent or all the mathe- 
matios teachers who had no previous teaoh1ng experience. 
A total or 171 teachers, or 26.1 per cent, ot the total 
number or teachers had more than 20 years' teaching ex- 
perience. A teacher 1n a Class II school had the highest 
number of years• teaching experience, having tatJ.8ht 46 
years. It is interesting to note also that of these teach- 
ers, 48 had taught more than 30 years, and 14 had taught 
more than forty years. 
Table 8 gives the previous teaching experienoe of 
mathematics teachers aocording to type of position held. 
The median number ot years• experience or mathema- 
tics teaohers who also served as superintendents was 14.7 
years• experience. For principals the median years' ex- 
perience was 11.3 years' experience. This was the lowest 
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TABLE 8 
PREVIOUS TEACHING EXPFBIENCE OF ?JATHEW.TICS TFAC~ 
ACCORDING TO POSITION, 1946-47 
No. ot Iear1 Superintendent Principal Teacher ill 
Ho. 
Over 40 rrs. 3 l 10 14 2.1 
31 - 40 Tr•· 11 6 17 .34 s.2 
21 - .30 -yn. .31 20 72 12.3 18.8 
16 • 20 yra. 34 20 42 96 14.7 
11 - 15 yrs. 34* 16* 42* 92* 14.o 
10 Tr•· 8 4 12 24 ).7 
91r•. 9 4 lJ 26 4.o 
8 Tr•· 4 8 lJ 2S ).8 
7 yrs. 5 4 9 18 2.7 
6 7ra. 6 7 9 22 J.4 
!) 71'•· 7 2 10 19 2.9 
411'•• 2 s 14 21 · 3.2 
3 7r1. l 9 17 27 4.1 
2 7ra. 2 4 17 2.3 ).S 
l -,r. 2 9 20 .31 4.7 
None 4 5 ,'30 39 6.o 
Not Given 21 21 ~-2 
Totals 16~ 124 )68 §22 100.0 
Median 14.7 zr•. u.~ '11:.•· ll.9 zre. 1).2 zr•. 
* Group 1n which Median !alla. 
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of the three groups. The median number of years' ex• 
perience or classroom teachers was 11.9 years. These 
last two groups were l~wer than the median number or 
years• experience for the total group or mathematics 
teachers, which was 13.2 years' experience. 
Four superintendents and five principals had no 
previous teaching experience, and thirty classroom 
teachers were in their first year teaching. Eleven 
superintendents had less than five years' teaching ex- 
perience; 32 prinoipals had less than five years' ex- 
perience: and 98 classroom teachers had less than five 
years' teaching experience. This was a total ot 141 · 
mathematics teachers, or 21.5 per cent, having less than 
five years' experience. Seventy teachers, or 10.7 per 
cent, were in their first or second year of teaching. 
or the mathematics teachers who had taught more than 
forty years, there were .3 superintendents, 1 principal• 
and 10 classroom teachers. 
Table 9 shows that the median years' experience ot 
the men •~thematics teachers was 10.7 years, which is 
lower than the median years' experience for all ma.thema- 
tics teachers (13.2 years). The women teachers had a 
median of 16.6 years' experience which was higher than 
the median tor all mathematics te•ahers. This is signifi- 
cant in considering the etfeot of the recent war on the 
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TABLE 9 
PREVIOUS TEACHING EXPERIENCE OF MATHEMATICS TEACHERS 
ACCORDING TO SEl'.1 1946-47 
No. ot Years Male FSl\&le ill 
OYer 401eara 4 10 . 14 
31-40 rear• 16 18 .34 
21-Jo rear• 46 77 123 
16-201ear1 46 SOft 96 
ll-15' years SJ 39 92• 
10 7eara 11* lJ 24 
9 7ear1 as 11 26 
8 7eara 13 12 2S 
7 7e&r• 9 9 18 
6 1ear• lJ 9 22 
S 7e&r• 9 10 19 
4 7eara l4 7 . 21 
.3 7ear1 19 8 27 
2 7earl!I 11 12 2) 
l 7ear 26 s )1 
Hone 31 8 39 
Not GiTen 9 12 21 
Totals )42 )10 6zS 
Medi&lla 10.7 yr1. 16.6 yrs. 1).2 :r•· 
* Group in which median !al.la. 
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status of' the mathematics teachers. Also significant 
is the comparison or the number or men mathematics 
teachers or less than five years' experience with the 
number of women mathematics teachers with less than five 
years' teaching experience. Table 9 shows that 101 of' 
the 345 men mathematics teachers had less than tive 
years* experience• while only 40 or the 310 women teach- 
ers had less than five years• experience. Hence, of those 
taking up mathematics teaching as a profession in the 
last five years, the men outnumber the women 1n the ratio 
or 5 to 2. The ration is even higher considering those 
who were in their first and second years' experience groups. 
Thirty-one men had no previous ex~erienoe compared to 8 
women without experience. or those with one year or pre- 
vious experience, 26 were men and 5 were women. Combining 
these two groups, we find that 57 men and only 13 women 
(a ratio or approximately 4 to 1) had one year or lese or 
experience. 
or those having taught more than forty years, 4 were 
men and 10 were women. In the 31-40 years' experience 
group, 16 were men and 18 were women. In the 21-30 years• 
experience group, 46 were men and 77 were women. Com- 
bining these groups, 66 men as compared with 105 women 
had more than 20 years• experience. Here the ratio ot 
the men to women is ro~~hly, 2 to 3. 
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TAl3LE 10 
TENURE OF MATHEMATICS TEACHERS 
ACCORDING '1'0 SIZE OF SCHOOL, 1946-4 7 
lo. of Years 1n 
Position Includ- Class I Classll Claaa III Class IV Claas V All 
ir.g Pra.sent Year No. \~ • 
Over 40 7ra. 1 1 .2 
.31 ... 40 'fr•· 1 2 l 4 .6 
21 - 30 Tr•· 13 l s 4 1 26 4.o 
16 - 20 Tr•· 4 4 h 1 ) 16 2.4 
11 - 15 yrs. 3 4 s 2 2 16 2.4 
10 Jr•· 1 l .2 
9 11'•· ) 1 6 2 12 1.8 
8 1r1. 1 2 6 12 1.8 
7 yrs. 2 3 2 7 1.1 
6 11'•· 2 .3 2 2 6 lS 2.) 
s Jr•· s 10 10 6 6 .39 6.o 
4 Jr•· 8•. 16 14 11 22 n 10.6 
) 7re. 6 14• 15 lS 23 73 11.1 
2 Jr•· 4 17 .3.S'• 31• .30. ll7• 17.9 
.. 
1 Jr• 2.3 .32 SS 44 - 72 226 34.S 
Not Given 17 l l 12 2.2 
Totals 22 110 162 122 169 6Z,5 100.0 
Medians 3.6zre. 2.!!zn. 1.7yn. l.5;yr:s. l.lgra. 1.87r1. 
* Group in which median falls. 
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1.rENURE IN PRESENT P03I'rION3 
Table 10 shows the tenure, or the number or years 
1n the present position, or mathematics teachers 1n Ne• 
braska high schools. The median years' tenure for all 
mathematics teachers was 1.8 year. Teachers in Class I 
schools had the longest tenure with 3.6 years, and other 
classes followed in the same order as their enrollment 
classification, with teachers in Class II having been 
1n their present positions 2.4 years, 1n Class III, 1.7 
years, in Class IV, 1.5 years, and 1n Class V, 1.4 years. 
The median tenure ot teachers or Classes I and II were 
above the median years' tenure for all mathematics teach- 
ers. Classes III·V were below the median tor all mathe- 
matics teachers. There was little variation among these 
three groups. 
The yearly turnover for all mathematics teachers was 
226 teachers, which means that 31+.5 per cent of all mathe- 
matics teachers were new to their positions tor the school 
year 1946-1947. The greatest turnover was found in the 
smaller enrollment class, it being 4,2.6 per cent in Class 
v. The smallest turnover, 25 per cent, was round in Class 
I. It should be pointed out that teachers for whom data 
were not available were undoubtedly more experienced 
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teachers since all teachers new to a system must tile 
the Form C report from which this inforination was tabu- 
lated. Class II had 29.1 per cent or the teachers new 
in their positions; Claos III had 34 per cent; and 
Class IV had 36.1 per cent. 
It is significant to note that a total or 343 
teachers, or 52.4 per cent ot all mathematics teachers, 
were either in their first or second years in their re- 
spective positions. This indicates the problem which 
schools tace in providing continuity 1n the program and 
1n developing adequate acquaintanceship with the pupils 
and the community. 
The turnover for a five year period shows a total 
of 526 teachers, or 80.3 per cent, who have changed 
positions within a five year period. Class I schools 
show the lowest per cent ot turnover during the five year 
period, with 50 per cent; Class III schools are next with 
79.6 per centJ then Class II schools with 80.9 per cent; 
Class IV schools with 89.3 per centJ and finally Class 
V schools which.had 90.5 per cent or the teachers new 
to their positions within a five year period. Only 31 
teachers had been 1n the same positions, almost halt ot 
these being in Class I schools. 
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Table 11 shows the tenure or mathematics teachers 
according to positions held. The median years• tenure 
of mathematics teachers who wer~ also superintendents 
was 2.3 years. The median tenure for principals and 
classroom teachers was 1.8 years and 1.6 years, respec- 
tively. Thus the median years' tenure or superintendents 
was slightly more, while that or the principals was ex- 
actly the same, and that of the classroom teacher was 
less than the median years' experience for all m~thema- 
tics teachers. 
The yearly turnover for superintendents was 43, 26.4 
per cent being new to their positions for the school year 
1946-1947. This was less than the annual turnover for 
all mathematics teachers (34.5 per cent), previously men- 
tioned. The annual turnover for principals was 47, or 
37.9 per cent, which is more than the per cent of turn- 
over for all mathematics teachers. The yearly turnover 
for classroom teachers was 136, or 37.0 per cent, which 
is also more than the turnover ror all mathematics teachers. 
The five year turnover tor all mathematics teachers 
who were superintendents was 132 teachers, or 81 per cent 
who changed positions within the five year period. This 
was slightly more than the per cent of five year turnover 
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TABLE U 
TENURE OF UAnIEUATICS TEACHERS 
ACCORDING TO POSitIW, 1946-47 
No. or Years in 
Poeition Includ- Superintendent Principal Claasrooa ill 
i~ Present Year· Teacher 
OYer 40 Jr•. l 1 
ll - ho 1rs. l .3 4 
21 - JO 7rs. 6 2 18 26 
16 - 20 7r11. s 11 16 
u - lS rr•• 3 4 9 16 
10 yrs. l l 
9 yrs. 4 1 7 12 
8 7rs. 6 2 4 12 
7 Tr•· 2 1 4 7 
6 'tr•· 7 2 6 is 
s 11'•· 11 10 18 .39 
4 ;rn.. 19 20 32 n 
.3 11"•· 28• 10 3S 73 
2 yrs. 31 20* 6(). ll7• 
l yr. 4J 47 136 226 
Mot Given 1 18 12 
Totals 16) 124 368 622 
l!ediana 2.) zra. 1.8 !f• 1.6 27· 1.8 z;· ; 
* Group in which median :tall1. 
for all mathematics teachers. There were 287 class- 
room teachers who changed positions in the five 7ear 
period. This was 78.o per cent, or a little less than 
the median tive year turnover for all math~natics teach• 
ers. 
Seven superintendents who taught mathematics, or 
4.3 per cent, had been 1n the s~~e position more than 
20 years; two principals, or 1.6 per cent, had been 1n 
the same position more than 20 years; and twenty-two 
classroom teachers, or 6.o per cent, had been in the 
same position more than twenty years. A classroom teach- 
er had the longest tenure, having taught 4.6 years in the 
same school. 
As is shown in Table 12, the median years' tenure 
for men mathematics teachers was 1.5 years, while for 
women mathematics teachers, it was 2.2 years. Hence, 
the turnover among men mathematics teachers was greater 
than among women mathematics teachers. 
The yearly turnover for men was 140 teachers, or 
40.6 per cent. This was more than that for all mathe- 
matics teachers (34.5 per cent). The 7early turnover 
for women mathematics teachers was 86, or 27.7 per oent. 
This is less than the per cent or turnover for all mathe- 
matics teachers. 
TABLE 12 
TFJWRE aF l4A THEMATICS TEACITTll.8 
ACCORDING TO SEX, 194&.47 
No. 0£ Years in 
Poftition Includ- ·~· Female ill i~ Present Year Ho. ! 
Over 40 -,r1. 1 l .2 
.31 - 40 1n. l. ' 4 .6 21 - 30 yra. 10 16 26 4.0 
16 - 20 1T8• 4 12 16 2.4 
11 - lS rr•· J 13 16 2.4 
10 -rr'S• l l .2 
9 yrs. 7 s 12 1.a 
a yrs. 8 4 12 1.a 
7 yrs. 4 3 7 1.1 
6 yrs. 8 7 l~ 2.) 
S yrs. 21 18 39 6.o 
4 yrs. 31 40 71 10.a 
3 7r1. 38 35 73 u.1 
2 yrs. 64 SJ ll7 17.9 
1 yr. 140 86 226 34.S 
Not Given ~ 14 19 2.2. 
Totals '4S )10 6$~ 100.0 
Modi ans lS yr. 2.2 yr. 1.s IT· -, 
The five-year turnover tor men mathematics teachers 
was 294, or 85.2 per centJ that of tho women was 232, or 
74.a per cent. Hence the men had the higher per cent of 
turnover ror the five year period, than that tor all 
mathematics teachers (80.3 per cent), while the women 
had a lower per cent of turnover. 
Eleven men mathematics teachers, or 3.2 per cent, 
had remained in their present positions over 20 years, 
and 20, or 6.5 per cent, or the women mathematics teach- 
ers, had remained in the same position more than twenty 
years. One woman had been 1n the same teaehin3 position 
for 46 years. 
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CHAPTER V 
TEACHING LOAD AND TEACHING COMBINATIONS 
OF MATHEMATICS TEACHERS• 1946-1947 
MATHEMATICS COURSES OFFERED IN NEBRASKA HIGH SCHOOLS 
In che~king the teaching load of the ms.thematics 
teacher in Nebraska high schools, it is interesting to 
note first of all the various mathematics courses taught 
in 1946-1947 as this information is or importance in 
clarifying the status of the mathematics teacher. Form 
C reports from which data were secured indicated the 
mathematics courses being taught for the school year 
1946-1947. In some cases it was indicated that certain 
courses were taught on alternating years. Since this 
system of altArnation is merely a device for scheduling 
the school program more advantageously, these schools 
were counted in with those actually teaching these par- 
ticular courses during the school year. Some schools 
may have omitted the information that certain courses 
were alternated; if so, the totals given in this section 
fail to report the true picture.to that extent. 
Table 13 shows the nure.ber of sohools of each enroll- 
ment classification offering each ms.thematics course. 
TABLE 13 
NUllBER OF NEBRASKA HIGH SCHOOLS OFFERING 
VARIOUS M.A.THEYJ.TICS COURSES, 1946-47 .: 
Claes 
SUBJECT I II III . IV v ill 
No. % 
Firat Year 
Algebra 26 64 109 84 134 417 89.7 
Geometry 29 64 100 70 m 311 81.1 
Algebra III 
(2nd yr.) 29 64 68 JO 2)2 L9.9 
Applied 
Mathematica 12 26 JS 50 168 J6.l 
General Math. 
(or Baaic Math.) 14 12 lJ 4 lJ 56 12.0 
High School 
.Arithmetic 11 s 12 1 11 46 9,9 
Advanced Jlath. 16 4 4 2 4 32 6.9 
Trigonometry . 12 6 10 JO 6.5 
Solid Geometry 14 1 1 2 3 27 s.a 
Bue. or Comm. 
Mathematica 8 3 2 16 J.4 
Remedial 
J.rithmetice l s 1.1 
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These courses, as far as possible, were listed aa shown 
in the various schedules. This involves some overlapping 
or courses, particularly in applied mathematics and gen- 
eral mathematics. In some cases these courses may have 
been very similar, differing very little in content. In 
other cases the term applied mathematics referred to al- 
vanoed courses for juniors or seniors. In either case 
they are both attempts to tit the curriculum to the needs 
of the student. Second-year algebra is tabulated as a 
unit due to the faot that schedules tor both semesters 
were not examined. 
Algebra was the mathematics subject taught most fre- 
quently 1n Nebraska high schools. It will be shown later 
1n this study that it is losing ground in per cent of 
schools offering this courses. Some comparisons will be 
with previous studies of mathematics courses offered 1n 
Nebraska high schools tor certain years. A total of 417 
schools ottered Algebra. This was 89.7 per cent of the 
schools included in this study. Geometry was second 
highest 1n frequency or occurence in the curriculum. 
Three hundred seventy-seven schools, or 81.1 per cent, 
offered geometry, All of Class I and·Class II schools 
offered algebra and geo~etr7 plus Algebra III with the 
exception of three 3-rear high schools where algebra 
was obviously relegated to the junior-high school cur- 
riculum. 
Second-rear.algebra was taught 1n approximatel7 
one halt or the high schools. The larger schools ot- 
tered this course more often than the small8r schools. 
In classes I and II, 100 p8r cent or the schools ot 
these respective groups taught this subject. Class III 
sch~ols showed 58.l per cent ottering Second-year alge- 
bra. The per cent dropped off for Class IV with 30.0 
per cent and 1n Class V, 26.5 per cent offered the course. 
Applied mathematics and Beneral mathematics show 
definite increases 1n popularity with schools. Th1rtr- 
s1x and one-tenths of all schools of this study offered 
applied mathematics, while 12.0 per cent offered general 
ma.thennt1cs (or basic mathematics, as it was sometimes 
termed). A factor influencing this percentage slightly 
were the few three-year senior high schools in Tthich gen- 
eral mathematics was not included• since it was provided 
as·part or the curriculwn ot the junior-high school. It 
the applied mathematics and general mathematics per oenta 
were combined this would show 48.l per cent ot the schools 
teaching these newer mathematics subjects or a praetiae.l 
nature. High school arithmetic courses were taught in 
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9.9 per cent of the schools with no signit!oant percent- 
age for any one class. 
Courses designated as advanced mathematics were 
taught 1n 6.9 per cent of the schools, with the larger 
schools having more than halt or these courses. 
Trigonometry and solid geometry both have a low per 
cent of frequency. Six and tive-tenths or the schools 
taught trigonometry, while 5.8 per cent taught solid geome- 
try. There may have been some instances where either or 
these subjects may have been alternated with Algebra III, 
or follow as a second-semester course after the third 
semester or algebra. 
There was a total of 1406 courses taught in the 465 
high schools of this study. This is slightly more than 
3 courses (3.0 courses) taught per school. 
COI413INATIOUS OF SUBJECTS TAUGHT 
BY MATHEMATICS TEACHERS, 1946-1947 
There was a variety or combinations or subjects 
taught with mathematics by the 655 Nebraska high school 
teachers included 1n this study. In a prev1oµs chapter 
it was noted that 287 (or 43.8 per cent) or the mathema- 
tics teqohers fferved as superintendents or prinoipala. 
Henoe these administrative duties are not considered 
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here except to list them separately when no other subject 
matter course was taught by mathematics. In the smaller 
sohools there were or necessity many teachers who taught 
two, three, or even more different subjects in combination 
. t' 
,• .~ 
with mathematics. Even in somo of the medium enrollment 
groups there were frequent examples or the division or 
the mathematics courses among two or more teachers when 
one mathematics teacher could have handled all the courses 
in mathematics taught in that particular achool. This 
resulted in more combinations ot different subjeota with 
mathematics. 
Table 14 shows the tabulation of this analysis. 
Science leads all other fields in frequency ot combination 
with mathewatics •• There were 239 instances where mathe- 
matios teachers also were teaching science. The next most 
frequent combination K~S Of mathematics with physical edUCa• 
tion and/or athletics which showed 180 eombinations. Physi- 
cal education and athletics were combined beoause only ~en- 
eral fields of subject matter were considered for this phase 
ot the study. Social science and English were next 1n fre- 
quency 1n the order mentioned. The number or combinatt.ans 
are noted 1n Table 14. Commercial courses follow English 
as a combination course with mathematics. 
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TABLE 14 
NUVBER OF MATHEMATICS TEACHERS WHO TAUGHT 
VAJUOUS COMBINATIONS OF HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS, 1946-1947 
CoiDbinatlona 
with Clue 
ltathematios I II III IV v All School• 
Science 9 .30 67 SS 78 2.39 
Phye. Ed. or Athletics 6 19 .39 Li 7S 180 
Social Science 7 14 .32 36 62 161 
F.ngllah 4 s 2.3 22 so 104 Commercial 7 l lS 17 S2 92 Mathematica OnlT L4 .34 11 l l 91 Indu&trill .Arte 4 la lJ l4 20 SS 
Language s 6 10 7 12 40 
Mua1., 2 2 l2 10 l4 40 Home Economies l 7 4 9 21 
tlol"!lal Training J s 6 s 19 Superintendent OnlT 6 8 la 18 
Ottice Practice 2 .3 s 7 17 Principal Onl.7 2 s s l lJ Agriculture s 2 s 12 Guidance or Vocations 2 4 6 12 Religion or Ethic• l 4 4 2 11 Art or Photography 2 2 2 6 Aeronautics 2 2 l s Work Exper. J 3 
so 
There were in all 91 mathematics teachers, or 13.9 
per cent or the total, who taught mathematics exclusively. 
The largest percentage or these were 1n Class I and II, 
and a small group in Class III. Only one teacher in each 
or Groups IV and V taught mathematics exclusively. 
Other subjects combined with mathematics are indicated 
in Table 14 1n order or trequenoy ot aceuranoe. A total 
ot twenty subject-matter fields were combined with mathe- 
matics as this would have involved too many possible com- 
binations to be feasible. 
ACTIVITIE3 SPONSORED BY MATHEMATICS TEACHERS 
In determining the total number or activities spon- 
sored by mathematics teachers there was an obvious lack 
or reports in this area. Some teachers in filling out 
these Form C reports did not complete the section on ac- 
tivities. In some cases, ot course, they did not spon- 
sor any activity but it could not be determined whether 
the blank report meant no activity sponsored, or whether 
the section was not completed. 
Table 15 shows the activities sponsored by various 
mathematics teachers as far as data were available. It 
was difficult 1n a few instances to determine whether 
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TABLE 1$ 
t.'UMBER OF Jr.A.THEMATICS TEACHERS 
SPONSORING VARIOUS ACTIVITIES, 1946-1947 
.A.ctirlt7 Cla1• 
I II III IV v ill Schools 
Study Hall 
Superrlsion 13 27 47 S.3 6l 201 Athletics and 
Phy1ical Ed. 6 19 39 41 7S 180 Home Room 26 19 34 lJ 12 104 Class Plays 
or Dramatics 2 1 29 19 Sl 102 Class Sponsor s 19 33 24 19 100 Student Council 2 6 12 9 14 L.3 Pep Club 2 3 9 7 21 42 J.fusic 2 2 12 10 14 40 Library 2 6 7 4 2 21 Subject-Matter 
Club 4 7 2 8 21 Guidance 3 3 4 4 4 18 G1rl1 Re1erves 2 3 4 4 l 14 Journ&liam or _ School Paper 2 3 6 11 Girl or BOT 
Scouts 2 1 2 4 2 11 Hi-I or Tri- 
·ffi-1 1 3 4 1 1 10 School Annual l 2 2 1 6 4-H Club 1 1 4 6 Extension Courie 
Supervisor 1 3 2 6 Honor Societ7 l 1 l 1 4 
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certain duties should be classified as teaching subjeot- 
matter courses or as directing activities. The criteria 
tor determ!ng whether the item involved teaching 1n a 
subject-matter field were: definite scheduled time was 
set aside in the curriculum; preparation or lesson ma- 
terial was necessary; and class marks were given. An 
aot1v1ty on the other hand was considered as having a 
more or less indefinite schedule, little or no assigned 
lesson material, and marks. 1.rtie two items most difficult 
to olassity were Athletics (or Physical Education) and 
Music. Hence these are listed in both subject-matter 
fields and activities. Guidance was included 1n the ac- 
tivity table list only when no definite time was assigned 
for this duty. It is included in Table 14 when it had a 
definite time in the school schedule as a vocational gui- 
dance course. 
Study hall supervision heads the list ot activities 
sponsored by teachers, with 201, or 30.7 per cent, taking 
part. Athletics, or physical educ9tion, was next in tre• 
quency with 180 teachers or the total supervising this 
activity. Classes III to V te~chers bad a larger per- 
centage of these activities. Apparently, larger schools 
had special teachers tor these duties, or had other 
procedures. 
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Home room supervision ranked next with 104 teachers 
taking part in this activity~ Teachers in the larger 
schools engaged in more of this aotiv1ty than was true 
in the smaller schools. Class play supervision ranked 
next 1n activities. One halt of the 102 teachers taking 
part 1n this activity were 1n Class V schools~ ':i.1he 
larger schools usually had special teachers for this 
activity. One hundred teachers were class sponsors~ the 
fewest of these were 1n Class I schools. Other activities 
sponsored by mathematics teachers and their frequency ot 
occurrence are noted in Table 15. There were a total ot 
940 activities sponsored, which gives an average ot 1.4 
activities per teacher. 
TEACHING LOAD OF 1.t.\THEMATICS TEACHERS 
The teaching load ot mathematics teachers is shown 
in Tables 16 to 21, inclusive, in terms ot the total num- 
ber or pupils taught, number ot mathematics pupils taught, 
non-mathematics pupils, then the total number or classes 
taught, the mathematics classes taught, and the non-mathe- 
matics classes taught by each teacher. It is well to keep 
1n mind in regard to this phase of the study that a high 
percentage (43.8 per cent) or these mathematics teachers 
had administrative duties, vihich necessitated a less 
than average load or teaching duties. Also there was 
a number of these teachers (180, or 27.5 per cent) who 
also taught Athletics and Physical Education and 40, or 
6.1 per oent, who taught Yusio. These required individ- 
ual instruction and time outside the regular school da7 
schedule, and were in consequence probably given a light- 
er teaching load than those who did not have these duties. 
Another factor involved in compiling these tables 
was the variation 1n lengths of clasaee. Since these 
classes varied trom 45 minutes to 60 minutes it was im- 
possible to make allowances tor all lengths of classes. 
There seemed to be a trend, however, toward the longer 
60 minute periods with supervised study, and directed 
activity under supervision. 
Table 16 shows by groups the number or PU?ils taught 
by mathematics teachers for eaoh. enrollment classitioation. 
This indicates a successive decrease 1n number or pupils 
taught per mathematics teacher tor each class trom the 
larger enrollment group schools down to the smaller schools. 
The median for Class I schools talls 1n the group ot 126- 
150 pupils while that tor Class V schools falls 1n the 
upper end or the 26-50 pupils group. The median number 
or pupils taught by all mathematics teachers falls in the 
76-100 group, or at 82.6 pupils. Thirty-six (5.5 per cent) 
SS a 
TABLE 16 
NUMBER or MATHEUATICS TEACHERS IN EACH SIZE GROUP 
TEACHING VARIOUS NUMBERS 01 PUPILS 
No;. ot Class 
Pul?il• I II III IV v All Schools 
Over ]$0 19 11 6 36 
126-150 JO* 21 28 79 
101-12.s 22 35* .32 9 98 
76-100 lJ 25 ~ lU 17 164* 
$1-75 5 8 23 53* . 6.) 1$2 
26-$0 3 4 6 17 87* 117 
1-25 6 l 2 9 
Totals 92 110 162 122 169 655 
* Group in which median tall1. Median - 82. 6 pupil.a 
TABLE 17 
NUMBER OF MATHEMATICS TEACHERS IN EACH SIZE GROUP 
TEACHING VARIOUS HU14BERS or MA'm:EJ.!ATICS PUPILS 
No.~ Clue 
Pu£?il• I II III IV v .All Schools 
OTer 150 18 s 23 
126-150 17 6 1 26 
101-12s ll• 19 h 34 
76-100 ll 12 19 2 44 
51-7) 16 23• 42 ll 2 94 
26-50 16 23 ~ 69* 40 214* 
1-2s 3 20 30 40 127* 220 
Tot ala 92 llO 162 122 169 65S 
* Group in which median tall•• Median - :Jll. 6 pupil• 
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teachers taught over 150 pupils per day. 
Tables 17 and 18 give information regarding the 
distribution or total numbers or ma.thematics teachers 
teaching different numbers ot mathematics and non-mathe- 
matics pupils. In regard to mathematics pupils taught 
by lll&thematics teachers the larger schools have the 
greater number of mathematics students in the same order 
as was noted for total number ot pupils tau~,ht. Hence 
the reverse is true regarding non-ms.thematics students 
taught by mathematics teachers, 1.e. the larger the 
school, the less non-mathematics students taught by the 
mathematios teacher. For all mathematics teachers the 
median number of mathematics pupils taugh~ talls in the 
group 26.50 (37.6 pupils). In comparing Tables 17 and 
18 it will be noted·that in Class I mathematics teaohfl'S 
teach mostly mathematics pupils. Nearly halt ot these 
mathematics teachers do no teach any other pupils and 
the total or non-mathematics pupils taught by this group 
of teachers is not significant considering the entire 
group. In Class II mathematics pupils constitute the 
major portion ot the mathematics teacher's teaching re- 
sponsibility. In Classes III and IV approsimately halt 
ot the pupils are mathecatics pupils and halt non-mathematics 
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TADLE 18 
NUMBER OF MATHEMATICS TEACHERS IN EACtt CLASS GROUP TEACHING 
VARIOUS NUMBERS OF' NON-MATHEMATICS PUPILS 
No. ot Non-Math. Clue 
J>uEila I II III IV v All School1 
. Over 100 l s 4 10 
76-100 s 19 28 s S7 
Sl·7S 21 19 46 29 16 lJl 
26-So 11 17* S4* 62* 108* 252* 
1-2.s 9* 4 10 20 4J 66 
None 4S 46 20 6 2 119 
To tale 92 110 162 122 169 65$ 
* Group in lfhich median talla. 
sa 
TABLE 19 
HUU!3ER OF MATHEMATICS TF.ACHERS TEACHDO 
VARIOUS NUMBERS or CLASSES 
No. ot Cl.au 
Classes I II III IV v All School• 
8 l l 2 
7 2 3 s s lS 
6 l4 20 20 7 29 90 
s 43• 47• 6C>* 42 49• 241* 
4 19 22 49 49• 62 201 
3 8 9 21 14 20 72 
2 5 2 6 s 4 22 
l 2 7 3 12 
Totals 22 no 162 122 169 6?S 
* Group in which median tan.. Median·- 4.1 cl.-•••• 
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pupils. In the smallest schools (Class V) the mathe- 
matics teacher teaches a tew mathematics pupils with 
a majority of non-mathematics pupils. There were 119 
teachers or 16.6 per cent who taught only mathematics. 
Tables 19 to 211 respectively, show the total num- 
ber of classes taught by mathematics teachers, the total 
number of mathematics classes, and the total number ot 
non-mathematics classes, in terms or enrollment olassi• 
flcation. The same distribution will be noted as was 
observed tor the pupils taught by mathematics teachers. 
The median number of classes taught by mathems.tlos teach- 
ers is 4.1 classes. The median number ot mathematics 
classes for all teachers was 2, and the median number 
ot non-mathematics classes was 2. 
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TABLE 20 
NUJmER OF MATHE\:ATICS TEACHERS TFACHING 
VARIOUS NU.UBm OF MATHEUTICS CLASSFS 
No. ol 
Uath. Clan 
Classes I II III IV v ill Schoou 
6 9 9 18 
5 .33 17 ' s SS 
4 6* 16 l) l l 39 
3 12 14* 41 .34 18 119 
2 20 24 48* S.3* 74• 219• 
1 12 28 ,, 34 76 205 
Total.a 92 llO 162 122 169 652 
* Oroup in 'Which median fall.a. 
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TABLE 21 
NUMBER OF llATil&!ATICS TF.ACHERS TElCIIOO VARIOUS 
NUMBERS OF NON·llATdWTICS CLASSES 
No. ot 
Jlon-?Jath. CJ.au 
Cl.ass ea I II III IV v ill Schools 
1 l l 
6 1 1 J 4 9 
s 3 4 4. 4 12 27 
4 3 1.) 27 18 .30 91 
3 9 lS 41 24 S9• 148 
2 16 15 41• 43• 48 163• 
l 16* 1$* 28 23 1.$ 97 
None 45 ~6 20 I l 112 
Total a 22 no 162 122 162 652 
* <ll"oup in which median tall•• 
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CHAPTER VI 
Although there are nmny tactors wh1eh influence 
teachin~ suceoss, the North Central Association Com- 
mittee ha3 taken the position that Nthe quality Of 
teach.1.ng will bo definitely related to the subject 
:matter preparation which the teacher has received tor 
the actual teaching assignments given htm."l The 
purpose or th1s·chapter ta to pre1ent data dealing with 
ot Nebraska high schools in 19h6-1g47. 
DEGREES OF U l\THELt\TIC 3 TE:A.C1IER3 
Table 22 nhows the n'Ulllbere ot mathematics teachers 
having no degrees, those holding a Bachelor ot Arts or 
Bachelor or Science, or.the equivalent, and the teachers 
having lt1a.sters degrees or above. The data ia class1t1ed 
according to the enrollment grouping used throughout thla 
study. 
1 Report or a North Central Association Committee, 
"Inadequacies In the Subject Matter Pre?aration ot 
Seoonda17 Sohool Teachers and Suggeet1ons tor Their 
Correction", Nl'.Jrth C~ntr"'l Associ1tt1on gt1g,rt"rlt;, 
A:>r11, 1q38. 
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TABLE 22 
KWBER .Of i.IAT'd~aTICS TEACH:rn3 llOLDD.'G 
Vi.RIOUS DEGREES, 1946-1947 
Degree Clasa ill 
I II III IV v No. ! 
Nona 4 9 11 27 Sl 8.1 
B • .1. or 
B.Sc. or 
F4uivalent u6 .79 llO 91 107 413 68.4 
Mastera or 
Better 29 25 41 20 .34 149 2J.S 
Not Given 17 2 2 1 22 
Total a 22 no 162 122 162 655 
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Available data shows that 51, or 8.1 per cent, or 
633 teachers had no college degree. More than halt' or 
these were 1n smallest enrollment school group. Class 
I schools had no teachers without degrees. There were 
4 in Class II schools, and 9 and 11, respectively, 1n 
Classes III and IV. 
Sixty-eight and four-tenths per cent of the teachers 
tor whom data was available held Bachelor's degrees as 
their highest degrees. There were 433 teachers in this 
group, the division between schools of various enroll- 
ments is shown in Table 22. This group includes the ma- 
jority ot the mathematics teachers as might be expected. 
There were 149, or 23.5 per cent, ot the 633 mathe- 
matics teachers who had ear.ned Master's degrees or above. 
or these, five held Doctor's deg~ees. One factor 1ntlu- 
enc1ng these results was the large percentage of the 
mathematics teachers who held administrative duties in 
the schools (43.8 per cent). It is probable that in gen- 
eral more or these principals and superintendents have 
.Master's or advanced degrees than the classroom teachers. 
MATHEMATICS TEACHEH3 PREPARATION 
ON THE GRADUATE LEVEL 
In Table 23 a tabulation has been made of the hours 
earned by mathematics teachers above those required tor 
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TABLI 23 
mnram OF MA.THEMATICS Tr.ACHOO IN EACH CLASSIFICATION 
GROUP RA. VINO VARIOUS NUlIDER or GRADUATE HOURS 
Clan 
I II m T{ v All School• 
Over So 7 .3 ll 4 9 34 
41-So 8 3 s 6 11 33 
Jl-40 14 lS 22 11 20 82 
21-.30 10 22 lS 1) 19 19 
11-20 14 17 17 is 24 87• 
1-10 6 21 24 20 20 93 
None 16 26 61 S2 6S 220 
Not Given 12 ) 7 1 1 27 
Totals 22 110 162 122 169 6SS 
* Median 11.1 hour•• 
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graduation. Tb.is table was tabulated by ten-hour in- 
tervals as this seemed to be the best means or prep- 
aration. Thirty-four teachers were noted as having over 
fifty hours ot credit on a graduate level. In many 
cases teachers had more than 125 hours of under-graduate 
credit, but no attempt was made to evaluate or tabulate 
these. In this group or teaohers having over fifty 
hours of graduate credit, a large number proportion- 
ally are noted in Classes III and v. Many of these were 
• admintstrators, or classroom teachers who had been 1n 
the teaching profession tor a relatively long period of 
time. 
For all mathematics teachers the median number ot 
hours of graduate credit was 11.1. There were, however, 
220 teachers who had no graduate credit. This was 
approximately one-third of the total, and ne~essarily. 
included those previously mentioned who had no degree 
(51 teachers). The great majority of teachers who have 
no graduate work were in Classes III-V enrollment schools. 
MATHEMATICS PREPARATION OF MATHEMATICS TEACHERS 
or particular significance in the study of the 
status of the mathematics teacher is the amount ot the 
mathematics courses studied by the mathematics teachers. 
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Table 24 gives the data on the number of hours earned 
by mathematics teachers by ten-hour groupings in each 
enrollment class of school. Twelve teachers had over 
50 hours ot undergraduate (or graduate) hours in mathe- 
matics courses. Classes II and V schools had tour each 
ot these teachers. Nine teachers had from l~l to 50 
hours -of mathematios workJ 44 had from 31-40 hours: 
and 158 teachers had from 21-30 hours or mathematics 
credit. The largest group was those who had 11 to 20 
hours of mathematics. There were 193 teachers in this 
group. The median for all mathematics teachers fell in 
this group. It was 17.9 hours, which is barely equiva- 
lent to a major 1n the field or mathematics. Thus it 
must be concluded that slightly more than halt the 
mathematics teachers have less than a major 1n their 
teaching field. The median for Class I and V schools 
deoreases in the same order as their respective enroll- 
ments. A total ·or 138 teachers had from 1to10 hours 
ot mathematics. There were 27 mathematics teachers 
(4.7 per cent) who had taken no mathematics courses in 
college. 
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TABLE 24 
NUMBER or a THEMATICS TEACHERS :m EACH CLASSirICATIOM GROUP 
EABNmQ VARIOUS HOURS OF CREDIT IN 14ATHEMATICS 
HOur• 
(Undergraduate Claes 
or Oraduate2 I· II III IV v ill School• 
Over 50 2 4 l 1 4 12 
41-50 1 3 2 1 2 9 
31-40 9 16 s 11 3 44 
21-30 3.3• 33* 40 26 26 1S8 
u-20 lJ 3.3 65• 33• 49• 19.l• 
1-10 6 10 .31 31 54 1.38 
None 1 s s 16 27 
llot Oi'Yen 27 ll 13 8 lS 74 
Totals 92 110 162 122 169 65? • 
Medians 24.9 2~.1 17.0 lS.~ 12.4 
* Median 17 .9 houra. 
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COLLEGE MATHEMATICS COURSES 
TAKEN BY MATHEMATICS TEACHERS 
Table 25 shows the distribution of number of 
teachers in each class group havin~ each particular 
subjeot as part of their preparation. No attempt was 
made to tabulate the variation 1n amount or hours of 
credit in each course taken. Uenoe this table will 
serve only as an indication of kind ot mathematics 
preparation rather than the amount of preparation. 
In considering the mathematics oourses listed by 
mathematics teachers as part of their preparation it 
was noted that college algebra occurred most often in 
the tabulation. Next in order of occurence was geome- 
try, trigonometry, calculus, and general mathematics, 
in that order. 
Four hundred-eight mathematics teachers had college 
credit 1n algebra courses. Credit 1n geometry courses 
had been earned by 311 mathematics teachers. Two hun- 
dred fifty-two teachers had credit 1n trigonometry 
courses, 137 1n calculus, and 137 in general mathematics 
courses. 
Mathematics teaching methods was listed here 
because of its frequent mention in re~orts examined. 
However, there is a probability that this data does not 
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TABLE 2S 
NUl4BER OF MATHEMATICS TF.ACHERS IN EACH CLASSIFICATION GROUP 
WITH CJmm' IN VARIOUS COU.EGE K!THEMA'l'ICS COURSES 
.Ma thematic Cl.all 
Courses I II llI IV v All Schools 
Algebra .)8 76 11.3 8) 96 400 
Geometry 34 63 67 $8 69 JU 
Trigonometrt 28 47 60 46 Sl 2.52 
Calculus 17 31 40 29 20 137 
General 
Mathematics 10 2S 30 26 134 
llathematics 
Methods s 9 13 6 14 47 
Hi eto17 ot 
JI.a thematics 1 l 2 4 
Othera 19 3) 22 28 142 
None l s s 16 27 
lot Given 49 23 .32 29 32 16) 
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give an adequate account of the total number of mathe- 
matics teachers having methods courses in the teaching 
of mathematics as these are often listed as Education 
courses. It would also have been interestin..~ to note 
the number or mathematios teacher having had actual 
pract1oe-teaoh1ng experience in mathematics in teacher- 
training institutions if information had been available. 
This had been indirectly accounted for in teachers' 
certificates issued since practice-teaching is a part 
of the requirements tor teachers oertiticates. 
Only four of the teachers listed the History ot 
Mathematics as a part or their course work in mathe- 
matics. Unless this course was included in "Other 
Courses", or was a part of Education courses studied, 
there seems to be a definite lack in this phase or 
preparation. 
Other courses not itemized were indicated by 142 
mathematics teachers. Many ot these were undoubtedly 
advanced courses or technical nature. Also included in 
this table are the 27 teachers who indicated that no 
preparation was made 1n the field of mathematics. 
SEMESTER HOURS IN ED~CATION COURSES 
EARNED BY MATIIEMATIC3 TEACHERS 
Table 26 shows the semester hours in education 
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TABLE 26 
NOVJER OF i.:ATH&.1A.TICS TEACHERS IN EACU CIASSIFICATIC!l GROUP 
HAVING VARIOUS HOURS IM EDUCATIQl 
No. ot I 
Hours in Clan 
Education I II llI IV v ill School• 
Over SO 12 7 20 14 12 6S 
41-So 7 lS lJ 8 l3 $6 
.)1-40 16• 12 24 15 2; 92 
21-30 17 .34* S6* 49• S7• 213• 
ll.i.20 11 2) 20 12 29 9S 
1-10 s 6 6 s 22 
None l 6 1 9 2.3 
Not Given 29 13 17 11 19 89 
Totals 92 110 162 122 169 65? 
Medians )2.9 26.9 28.~ 2z.~ 2).$ 21.z 
* Group in llhich median tall•• 
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courses earned by mathematics teachers. This table was 
arranged by grouping all teachers who had more than 50 
hours or credit in one group, and then by ten hour 
periods and a tinal group or those having no hours ot 
credit in education courses. There were 65 mathematics 
teachers who had over 50 hours ot education. The dis- 
tribution or teachers hav1l\~:var1ous numbers or hours 
of education courses is oomplled in Table 26 aecordin~ 
to enrollment g~oups. 
Data tabulated for preparation of math"mat1cs 
teachers 1n the field ot eduoa~'on shows a relative high 
median (27.7 hours) 1n education courses taken. 
Then median tor Class I schools was 32.9 hours ot 
education courses. Class III has a median number ot 
hours (28.3) above that of the median for the entire 
group, the medians or other classes are below 27.7 hours. 
The smaller schools had the lowest median (23.$ hours) 
with Clasa II next to lowest with 26.9 hours. Twenty- 
three teachers were noted as having no courses in 
education. Most or these were in the smaller schools. 
MAJORS OR MINORS O'l'HER THAU .MATHEMATICS 
EARNED BY MATHEMATICS TEACHER3 
It was of importance to note other subject matter 
preparation or mathematics teachers.than mathematics 
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end education courses. In Table 27 data is given for 
other majors and minors ot mathematics teachers. Eight- 
een hours or more of credit in any course was considered 
a minor (or major) tor this tabulation. 
It ~ill b~ n~ted that science heads the list 
arranged according to the frequency of occurance. Two 
hundred twenty-tour teachers bad studied so1enoe as a 
major or minor field. For these 224 mathematics teachers 
having science as a rua.jor or minor, the median nwnber of. 
hours earned in science courses was 28.7. As 1na1cated 
1n an earlier part of this study science was the sub- 
ject most commonly taught in combination ~~th mathemat- 
ics, 239 mathematioa teachers teaching both ·science and 
mathematics. 
Social scienoe courses were next tn frequency in 
major or minor fields pursued by mathematics teachers. 
There were 182 teachers in this group. This likewise 
follows the order of subject-matter courses taught most 
frequently in combination with mathematics. English 
was the third choice or teachers or mathematics in 
choosing major and minor fields, 155 mathematics teachers 
having English as a major or minor. This also follows 
the sequence or subject-matter courses moat often taught 
in combination with mathematics. 
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TABLE 27 
.DISTRIBUTION OF MAJORS AND Jm10RS 
OTHER THAN UA Tm1'JJA TICS 
No. of Teachere .Median Hou.rs .Earned By College l!avin;; a tajor J!athematie! Teachers Having SubJeot or Minor in Thi11 field Thsse MaJors or lfinor• 
Science 224 ·2a.1 
Social Science 182 28.7 
Fngllsh lSS 24.7 
Language 87 J0.8 
ColD!Dflrcial 25 24.S 
Ir.dustrial .Art a 20 24.S 
!'h1sical Education .14 2S.S 
lfu.eic 9 38.0 
Home Economics s .3.3.0 
Ar.riculture 2 ~~.o 
Language is fourth 1n frequency or preparation, but 
connnercial and industrial arts are more often taught by 
tho mathematics teacher than languages. The number ot 
mathematics teachers specializing in physical eduoation 
is relatively sma.11 as com?ared with those who supervise 
o.t• teach this field. Data may not be coinplete in this 
area. A few mathematics teachers had majorod 1u IJus1c, 
IIome Economics, and Agriculture, r:J:•pect1voly, and 
judging from the relatively high median tor hours of 
preparation 1n each of these, lt would seem that many 
of these are actually specialists in music, home eco- 
nomics, and agriculture, respeotively, who tau8h some 
mathematics. 
TEACTIING CERTIFICATES OF MATHEMATICS TEACHERS 
Table 28 shows the tabulation or data concerning 
teaching certificates of mathematics teachers. These 
were grouped 1n three d1st1not1ve groups, the first 
being those that do not require renewal but are in 
force for lite. The next group inoludes those not 
qualified tor a regular certificate but have been given 
an emergency certificate not renewable. These are for 
speo1al subjects for that year only and are issued only 
if no other duly qualified teacher is available for the 
11 
TABLE 28 
TKACHim CERTilICATES OP 
MATHEMATICS TF.ACHmS 
Type or Cl&H All 
Certificate I II m IV v No. J_ 
Lite 
Certificate so 66 76 84 349 SJ.3 
Temporart 
(!)nergeney 
Certificates) 6 16 ia 37 77 11.8 
Others 2J JS 65 29 41~ 197 .)~.l 
Bot Given 19 ) 4 2 4 .32 4.9 
Total a 22 no 162 122 162 62S 100.1 
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position. The third group include initial secondary 
certiticates or those which expire unless renewed by 
i-urther education. 'l'he majority ot mathematics teachers, 
349, or 53.3 per cent, had life oertificates. Seventy- 
seven teachers, or 11.8 per cent, held emergency cer- 
tificates. Nearly half or these emergency certificate 
holders were in the small schools. Class I schools had 
none. Class II schools had 6 teachers with emergencr 
certificates and Classes III and IV had 16 and 18 
respectively. One hundred ninety-seven mathematics 
teachers, or 30.l per cent, held regular renewable 
certificates. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SOME COMPARISONS WITH RELATED STUDIES 
Previous mention was made or related studies 1n 
Chapter I or this study, A few comparisons are made 
here 1n tenure, exper"tence, salaries, and preparation 
or teachers with some or the findings or those reports. 
Not too much reliance should be placed on these com- 
parisons, sinoe each author studied different groups 
ot teachers, and suoh factors as size or schools in- 
cluded, number or schools studied, subject-matter field 
or teachers, and method or selection ot schools, might 
have had aomo influence on the data. 
Table 29 gives some ot the significant comparisons 
with related studies. Niohollsl found in a study ot 
science teachers in 194.0 the average tenure ot science 
teachers at that time was 3,54 years. This study ot 
mathematics teachers showed a median tenure or 1.a years. 
The average experience ot science teachers according to 
1 Wayne Harold Nicholls "The Status or Science 
Teachers 1n Nebraska Pubiio High Schools", Master's thesis, University of Nebraska, 1940. 
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TABLE 29 
COMPARISCJiS WITH OTHER STUDIES 
Re22rt l1nd Year Data 
Tenure Nicholle Science Tchr._ 1940 ).54 7rs.-Average 
Tenure 
Thia Stucf7 Ma th.. Tchr. 1946-•47 1.80 7rs .-Kadi an 
Tenure 
Experience Webb Science Tchr. 1927-128 7 .96 1n .-.Average 
Experience 
Walker ){a.th. Tchr. 1936-137 40% or Mat.Ji. 'l'chn. 
Bad 5 or !ewer 
7rs. Bicperience 
Nicholle Science Tchr .. 1940 6.86 JrS.-.A.verage 
This Study ltath. Tchr. 1946-•47 l3. 2 7r1 .-Jledian 
Salaries Schater Math. Tchr. 1926 i1s2a.28-Average 
Webb Science Tchr. 1927-'28 $U87.oo-.&Terage Nicholle Science Tchr. 1940 :ll4S.S9...&:Yer&ge 
North central. Science Tchr. 1940 $132).6)-Average 
Thia Study Kath. Tchr. 1946-•47 i2J64.29-Kedian 
Degrees Sch&.ter )(a th. Toh.-. 192?-127 hl.l%~No De£;ree!I Walker Math. Tchr. 19.36-137 3 ..S%-lo Degree• 
Thie Stud.1 Kath. Tchr. 1946-147 8.U lo Degree• 
Graduate 
Hours Walker Jlath. Tohr. 19.36-1.37 S6.9% Bad No Orad.. 
uate Bours Ex- 
perience 
Thia Stu~ Kath. Tahr. 1946-147 .3).6% Bad Ho Grad- 
uate Bour• Ex- 
perience 
Mathematics 
Preparation Walker Kath. Tchr. 19.36-'.37 Central Tendenc7 
ot Preparation 
20-25 Hours 
Nebraeka Central 
Tendenc7 ot 
Preparation l3- 
18 Hours 
Thia Studt Kath. Tchr. 1946-147 17.9 Hours-1'edian 
Mathematica 
preparation 
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Webb2 who made a study ot science teachers 1n 1927-28 
was 7.96 years. Walker3 found in 1936.37 that 40 per 
oent or the mathematics teachers had 5 or fewer years 
ot experience. N1cholls4 found in 1940 that soience 
teachers had an average experience or 6.86 years. This 
report round that the mathematics teachers in 1946-47 
had a median ot 13.2 years ot experience. 
The salaries or teachers are compared in Table 29. 
It must be kept 1n mind the economics conditions or 
each period that influence the salaries. Schater5 1n 
a study or mathematics teachers in 1926 shows the aver- 
age salary then to have been $1528.281 \Yebb6 1n his 
study of science teachers, 1927-28, shows the average 
salary to have been $1487.00J N1cholls7 in 19~0 lists 
2 Orie L. Webb, "The Status ot High School Teachers 
in Nebraska As Shown By Experience, Training, and 
Certitioation", Master's thesisJ University of Nebr- 
aska, 1928. 
3 Jennie Christene Walker, "The Status ot Mathematics In Accredited Secondary Schools or ?lebraska 1n the 
Year 1936-1937", Unpublished thesisJ University of 
Nebraska, 1937. 
!~ Wayne P..arold Nicholls, za- ill• 
5 Marvin Schafer, "Present Status of Mathematics in 
Nebraska Secondary Schools", Unpublished thesisJ 
University of Nebraska, 192be 
6 Orie L. Webb, 2.!l• .211• 
7 Wayne Harold Nicholls, sa- .2.ll.• 
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$1145.59 as the average salary or science teachers. He 
also listed in the same reports $1323~63 as the average 
salary in North Central Association Schools. This report 
shows that ma.thematics teachers in 1946-47 received a 
median salary or $2364 .• 29. 
Regarding preparation of teachers, Table 29 shows 
the comparison or the nu.'tlber or teaohers having no degrees. 
In a 1926-27 study ot mathematics teachers, Schater8 
·found 41.1 per cent had no degrees. In 1936.37, Walkcr9 
tol.md tliat of the mathematics teachers studied, 3.5 per 
cent had no degrees. This report shows a.1 per cent or 
the mathematics teachers had no degrees in 1946.47. In 
graduate hours ot preparation, Walker10 showed that 58.9 
per cent or matheI:lB.tics teacher4 1n 1936.37 had no gradu- 
ate hours of preparation. In this report (1946-47) there 
wero 33.6 per cent who had no graduate hours or college 
work. Regarding mathematics preparation, Walkerll showed 
that the average amounb ot college preparation was from 
13-18 hours. This study showed 17.9 hours median prepa- 
ration. 
s Marvin Schafer, .2E.• .2!1• 
q Jennie Christene Walker, o-o. oit. - 
10 Ibid. 
11 Ibid. 
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TABLE 30 
COMPARISON OF ICATHEMATICS COURSES TAUGHT IN 1936-19.37 and 1946-1947 
PJmCmT OF SCHOOLS OFFERING VARIOUS MATH!UATICS COURSES 
J;athemat1c1 T;al.ker Stuey This Stu~ 
Course a 19~6-12.3! 1246-1241 
ilgf'bra I 
.And II 91.6% 89.7% 
nane Geometry 94.D.' 81.1% 
Algebra III 62.L% so.a% 
Higher 
Wthmetic 44.9% 9.9% 
Solid 
Oeometrt 1.u S.B% 
General 
Yathematic1 s.2% 12.0% 
Trigonomet17 2.4% 6.S% 
.lpplled 
Mathematics .36.1% 
Advanced 
Mathematica 6.2! 
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Table 30 shows a comparison or mathematics courses 
taught 1n 1936.37 and those or 1946-47; as shown in the 
data ot the Walker report and this study. This table 
shows the decline of traditional subjects and the increas- 
ing popularity of the newer subjects such as general mathe- 
matics and applied mathematics. Allowances must be made 
tor the differences 1n sampling of schools for data pre- 
sented. In 1936.37, tho Walker report shows 97.8 per 
cent of schools teaching algebra. This report, ten years 
later, found 89.7 per cent of schools offering this sub- 
ject. The decline in Geometry was trom 94 per cent to 
81.1 per cent. Algebra III declined from 62.4 per cent 
to 50.8 per cent. Higher arithmetic shows a decline from 
44.9 per cent to 9.9 per oentJ however, applied mathe• 
mat1cs or advanced mathematics may include higher arith- 
metic to some extent. The Walker report showed 5.2 per 
cent of the schools teaching general ma.thematics, while 
this report shows 12.0 per cent of schools teaching th1a 
subject in 1946.47. Applied mathematics was not shown as 
having been taught in 1936.37 while this report showed 
36.1 per oent of schools teaching this subject. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
SUM?IARY 
The Problem - 
The problem ot this study was to determine the 
status of the mathematics teachers in Nebraska high 
schools tor the school year 1946-1947. Data were 
gathered regarding the positions held by mathematics 
teachers, the sex of mathematics teachers, the salarr, 
experience, tenure, teaching load, combinations or 
mathematics with other subject-matter fields, activities 
sponsored, and the preparation tor teaching of mathema- 
tics teachers. It was considered or importance to deter- 
mine the status of the teacher 1n terms or size or school 
enrollment. 
Procedures 
Data were collected from the reports of teachers and 
administrators to the Registrars office, University or· 
Nebraska, and alao to the Nebraska Department ot Public 
Instruction. The forms 'A' and •c• were examined for 
mathematics teachers or all Nebraska high schools. Data 
obtained from all available forms were compiled 1n tables 
which give information on various phases of this problem. 
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As a means or analyzing data more significantly, tive 
class1tioat1ons of schools according to size or enroll• 
ment were arbitrarily established. Class I schools were 
those or 301 and upJ Class II, 151-JOOJ Claas III, 76- 
150; Clnss IV, 51-75J Class V, 1-50. 
Findin5s 
1. A total of 655 mathemat1os teachers teaching 
in 465 high sohools were included in the study. They 
were distributed as followsa Class I, 92 teac~rs (an 
average or 3.2 teachers per school)J Class II, 110 
teachers (an average of 1.7 teachers per school)J Class 
III, 162 (an average or 1.4 teachers per school)J Class 
IV, 122 (an average ot 1.2 teachers per school)J and 
Class V, 169 (an average or l.l teachers per school. 
2. Forty-three and eight-tenths per cent or the 
mathematics teachers were also administrators (principal 
or superintendent). Few or these are in the larger 
schools, while 1n the smaller schools the majority are 
administrators. 
3. Firty-two and seTen-tenths per cent of the 
mathematics teachers were men and 47.3 per cent were wo- 
men. In Class I schools, the ratio or women to men is 
approximately 3 to 2J in Class II the ratio is nearly 
equalJ in the other classes the men outnumber the women. 
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4. The median salary for all mathematics teachers 
was $2364.29 ($2736.36 tor the men, $2072.00 for the 
women)• 
5. The median number or years• previous teaching 
experienoe for all mathematics teachers was 13.2 years 
(10,7 years for the men and 16.6 years·for the women). 
Six and no-tenths per cent or the total had no previous 
teaching exporience, ~ile.on the other hand, 26.1 per 
cent or mathematics teachers had taught more than 20 
yeRrs. 
6. Twenty-one and five-tenths per oent ot the 
mathematics teachers had taught less than tive years. 
Of this group th8 ratio ot men to women is approximate- 
ly 5 to 2 (101.40). 
7. The median tenure tor all mathematics teachers 
was 1.8 years. The larger schools had highest median 
tenui-e and successively lower tor each class group. 
Thirty-tour and five-tenths of all mathematics teachers 
were new to their positions tor the school year 1946-47. 
Fitty-two and tour-tenths were in their tirst or second 
rear in the11 .. positions. 
8. Eighty and three-tenths per cent ot teachers 
had changed their positions within the tive-year period 
preooeding this study. The turnover tor men was higher 
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(85.2 per cent) than that for the women (74.a per cent) 
for the five year period. 
9. Algebra was the subject most frequently taught 
in Nebraska high echools-89.7 per cent ottering this 
course. Geometry was taught 1n 81.l per cent of the 
schools; Second-year Algebra in 58.1 per cent; Applied 
Mathematics in 36.1 per cent; General Mathematics 1n 
l?..O per cent; high school arithmetic in 9.9 per cent 
or the schools; advanced mathematics 1n 6.5 per oentJ 
and solid geometry in 5.8 per cent. There were 1406 
oouraes taught in 465 schools, an average of 3.0 courses 
per aehool. 
10. Science was th• subject most frequently com- 
fined with mathematics as a teaching combination. Next 
in order were physical education or athletics, social 
sciences, English, and commercial courses in the order 
mentioned. Ninety-one teachers taught math9matioa en1Sre- 
ly with no other teaching combination. 
11. Study hall supervision was the activity moat · 
frequently directed b~ mathematics teachers. Home room 
supervision, class play direotion, and class sponsorship 
ranked next in frequency. These two latter aetiv1t1es 
were most frequent in the smaller schools. The average 
was 1.4 activities per teacher. 
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: .' 12. The number or pupils taught by mathematics 
teachers varied directly with the size or enrollment or 
the school. The median number.or pupils taught by all 
ma.thematics teachers was 82.6. Thirty-six (5.5 per cent) 
or all mathematics teachers taught over 150 pupils per 
day. 
13. The number or mathematics pupils taught by 
mathematics teachers also varied directly with the enroll• 
ment size ot the sohool, while the proportionate number 
or non-mathematics pupils varies indirectly with.the en- 
rollment size or the school. 
14. The median number ot classes taught by mathe· 
matics teachers was 4.1, almost evenly divided between 
mathematics and non-mathematics classes. 
15. Eight and one-tenths per cent nr the 633 matQe• 
ma.tics teachers had no college degree. More than halt 
ot these were in the smallest enrollment schools. Ninety- 
one and nine-tenths ot the mathematics teachers had 
bachelor's degrees, and ot these 23.5 per cent had in ad- 
dition earned master's degrees or above (5 held doctors 
degr~es). 
16. For all mathematics teachers the median prepa- 
ration beyong college graduation was 11.1 hours ot college 
work. Two hundred twenty teachers (approximately one- 
third) had no graduate credit. Most of these were in the 
three smaller class schools. 
17. The median number or hours or preparation by 
mathematics teachers in mathematics courses in college 
was 17.9, hence slightly more than halt the mathematics 
teachers have less than a major in mathematics. Teachers 
in larger schools had a higher median or mathematics 
preparation than those in the smaller schools. Twenty• 
seven (4.7 per cent) or the mathematics teachers had no 
mathematics preparation in college. 
18. College mathematics courses ta.ken by mathems.- 
tios teachers include Algebra, 408 oaaesJ Geometry, 311J 
Trigonol11etry, 252: Calculus, 137J general mathematics, 
137: and others, such as mathematics teaching methods 
and history or mathematics. 
19. The median 1n education courses taken by mathe- 
matics teachers was 27.7 hours. Class I schools bad the 
highest median-32.9 hours. Other class schools were lower 
in the order of size or enrollment with the exception or 
Class II schools which were next to the lowest. Twenty- 
three mathematics teachers had no courses in Education. 
Most or these were in the smaller schools. 
20. Subjects studied by mathematias teachers as 
majors or minors in addition to mathematics 1n order or 
rrequenc7 were as tollowal soienoe, social science, English, 
languages, commercial, and industrial arts. 
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21. Seventy.seven teachers, or 11.8 per cent had 
only emergency oertiticatesJ 349, or 53.3 per cent had 
life certificates, and the remainder 197 teachers, or 
30.1 per oent had qualified certificates other than lite. 
Nearly halt or the em~rgenoy oertitioate holders were 
teachers in the smallest schools. 
CONCLUSIONS 
l. It would seem that in view ot the evidence pre• 
sented, some redistricting and elimination ot some small- 
er schools would improye the weaker points ot the school 
program, as it ia the smaller schools that have the re- 
latively great9r deficiencies in preparation and qua11ti- 
cations ot teachers. 
2. More attention should be placed on concentrating 
all the mathematics teaching or one school under a mini- 
mum or teachers thus securing more adequately prepared 
teachers tor this subject. 
3. Prospective mathematics teachers should be urged 
to prepare to teach additional subjects to be well quali- 
fied tor a variety ot positions combining mathematics 
with other subject fields. 
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Total Semester Hours . 
College Credit : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ········ . . . . ····· . 
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Porni C-1916-17 
lllGH SCHOOL TEACHER REPORT TO THE NEBRASKA STATE DEPARTMENT OF PUBUC INSTRUCTION 
AND THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA 
N , -; 
a.me .........•...••....••.•••.•••• - ••• • ••••••••••••••• • ••••.••••••••••• • La11 Pint · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • '.Oddi,.' • • • • • • • • • • • • • •; • • • • • • . • • '. • • • • • (.i;1:k,;) • • . • • • • ~ • ' ' ' ' ' ' .' 
; : r, 1 1 • · ' 
. 'I . . i .. :·. I : 
Sch~\.\::>.' ·~ ' ' :.'.~ ;.·.:. ~ ·.· : : .: : · .. 
Yo~ .' · : · •• ~ : 1 J . Addr~s Whe~e Mail Will Always Reach 
NEBRASKA CERTIFICATE , I 
I ! ' I i I I • 
Xact Title of Certificate ......•......•......... ' • r ••••.••••••••••••••••• ' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• J · .• 
):)ate ~f, Issuance. ·:. · .. " : ,·,. ! ••••• : • • .. ·: ••• • •. •• • : • ••• Date of Expiration ," , .• , , , · J ': . 
, . , Month Year [ Month Year 
i , 
PREPARATION FOR TEACHING 1. 
i 
.1 r 1 • I i. I 
~ame of School. '.· ." ; .. : : .. ::." ." .. :: ." Ycar of Oraduation.l.: .. ::: .• 1::.·.·.;:::· 
• :- j I II . . I . . . . . • • : . . . . . "; . . ~ : . : : . . ; . . . . I ... 
Ktior Subjects .....•.....••.•••••.•• , ••.••••.•••••..••• , ••.•.•.••••••••••. Minor Sub1ec11 •••.•••••••• , •••.•••• , ••• , •••• ,1, •••••••• , •••• : :: ••••• ·., ~:;;: 
~ Ir. . . . • . . I; r, f I _, j 
Activiti~- • ·'·', .• ; · • · .' ; ~ . 
High School · 
-. ,, CollcF 
ln1thutlon(1) Attended 
! 
Scmatct 
Hours 
Under- 
ar.aduatc 
Credit 
Semeeter 
Hours 
Graduate 
Credit 
........ 
I· 
M1Jor 
SubJeeu 
Minot 
SubJecu 
I 
Major 
AetiYltla 
Desreee 
I'· .. ) 
J.'1~-':;' -·~:;.~~ ~nd I Date laued 
. j' 
; · ... , r, d :; ... ·~ · f 
,,,_· . ! -._, .. '. . ~ : , { I - > t. 
TEACHING EXPERIENCE 
fx'carr' P P ' · I I d' . ni·' Y i I . .. . . . ' . ; • 
Ill rcscn t ositton nc u ing IS car .... ; ...•..... : .... · .. · . , · ..•• · • . • · .• · . · · · • • • · · • • · • · • · • · • • • • • · • • • • • • · · • · • · · · •••.•.••••.•..••.•••••••••• , , , , 
"'can in Other Schools: l;Iigh Schools . .' •......... 1 Elementary Schools .. · Rural Schools : ..........•.. Total ···················· ~ : . : . .. ' . : ' , . . . 
Lice of Teaching Position Before Present Location .. : .... ." .. 1• • • • ·.; ·.: ••••••••• ; •••••••••••••• • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••• Academic Year 19 ...•.. to 19 ....... .. .... 
I'' f ·;rip· .... I 
~eriod I . I; ·~ I 
.._ I I .. : r :.1 . ,. ~ I 
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" I Iii 
CLASS SCHEDULE 
Cl"' or Activity .111 I . Gradc(1) Number In Group 
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I I 
I I 
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I I I 
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I I I I r I/~, • • # 
Penodepcrwcelt 
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Sectioa.2 
BUDGET 1945-46 
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS 
INFORMATION FROM PUBLIC SCHOOLS ONLY 
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES 
I. Money in District Treasury (as given in last annual 
report) •....•.......... , .......•... , ...•.•.•.. $ 
2. Received from district mill tax . 
3. Received from state apportionment including school land 
funds . 
4. Received from state appropriation (aid to weak dis· 
tricts) ••.•.••..••...•..•...•.•...•.•.•.•.•.•••• 
5. Tuition received from other districts ..............•..• 
6. Received from other sources (fines, licenses, gifts, rents, 
interest, tuition from patrons only, dividends from 
failed banks) •.......•..•...•.....•. , ••. , •• , , , , • 
7. Received from loans, warrants and sale of bonds . 
8. Received from sale of property ..........••.• , ••••••• 
9. Received from insurance .....••......•....•..•••••••.• 
TOT AL RECEIPTS S 
AUXILIARY AGENCIES 
11. Library books ..•...•••.•...........•.•...•....... 
1-----1----1 12. Health examinations .........•.............•...... 
13. Transportation of pupils . 
1------11- 14. Lunch and playground equipment . 
1-----1- 
GENERAL CONTROL - , 1. School board salaries and their office expense .......•.. $ 1-----t'- 
INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICE 
2. Salary of teachers .........•.••.. .'.":.·.· .......•..•• :. 
3. Tuition .....•..••.•..•....•..•.•.•.•••.•.•.....• 
4. Text books .•• , •.••.••.........•....•••....•..••.• 
5. School supplies ••.••.••....•..••.•.••..•.•••••••.• 
OPERATION 
6. Janitor and other employees . 
7. Fuel, light, water, power, etc. ..... · •................ 
8. Janitor's supplies .•••...•...•....•...•••.....•.•.•• 
MAINTENANCE 
9. Repair of building and upkeep of grounds ............• 
10. Repair and replacement of equip. (including furniture) 
FIXED CHARGES .. 
15. Rent .•••...•..•.....•••.•...••..•....•..•• : ••••• 
16. Insurance . ,. 
CAPITAL OUTLAY 
17. New buildings and grounds : .. 
18. Alteration of old buildings . 
19. New equipment (not replacement) .....•............... 
DEBT SERVICE 
20. Interest 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES S 
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JOINT REPORT TO TIIE NEBRASKA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION AND 
·L)." 
TIIE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA 
. ' ·Wayne 0. Reed 
o. w. aooeDlol 
Superintendent of 
Ualve11ltJ Eamloer .. 
. Public ln.nruction 
.. '· 
I ; '.• High School Teachers and ~upc~iso~ ' 
: (Including Special Teachers and Supervisors m High School) 
I : 
: 
~·······························High School at ........... ··.·············•·· 
County of .......... ; .................... Sept ................. 1946 
Yan of Experience College Preparation 
Ncbraab Certifiate • 
No, : NAMES e !! J 
w .. ~ c ! Kind 
'~2 ~ a.9 a 
Yearly 
(Teachert Who Teach AnJ High School .2]~ :c ~ a.~ 
:caw From what (State euct title ol Bxplrca Salatf I 
Clana, Gradca 9·12) 't ii .t.=-~ ]:3U J~! l111tltution(1) certificate) r--_ .:: s >- ~~.s Mo. Yr. 
Kl Supcrinlcndcnt I: I I I I I I I I ' ~1 ': Principal I· I I I , I , I I I I I ·• r-LI- I· I I I I I 
t-L. I I I I 
r-1-. I I I I I ; I , '' 
6 I .> I . I I I I ., 
r-2.. I· I I I I I ; ' 
u, I : I I I I I : I 
r-LI I ' I I I ;.r 
.!LI i I I I I I I 
r!L_ ' I I I I I ~1 , I I I I I , 
r!L I I I I I I I 
t!!.. I I I I I I I 
~ I I ' 1 <, I I '•. I I 
~1 I I I 
Jl· 
; . 
: ~" only Nebraska certificate. If Temporary Certificate, Indicate aubjccta for whlcb l11ued. 
CPort of salaric~ requested for research purposes only. It is essential, however, that thi1 report be made .. 
~on 2 Penonnel and Statistical Data 
r-- 
High School Ccns111 ······································ ···················· Grades 
('..__ School Valuation of District ... · .... ······ .............. Did .. No ................... 
~he . ' ; Debt: Bonded S . ... ············· Floating $ .. , ........ , ...... •c rs (Total No.) .................. , ... , ............. ...... ~ . ........ 
~a:e Yearly Salary. (Do not include Supt. or Prin. · Mills Levied: Gen. Fund .................. All other ................... 
o teaches less than half time) . , ...•.. , ........••. · · · · · ........ ········ 
IQroUinent Last Y car ............. , .• , •.•• .' ... , ..•. , •..••. 
ENROLLMENT ........ ........ 
I 'cragc Daily Res. Non· Res. Non· Res. Non- Attendance Last Year ...•...••....•...•.. ••· ........ ........ Res. Rc.9 • Res. 9th 
l':lduate1 Last Y car .....•.... , ...••.•••.•.•. , . , .•• , .•••.. Kind'g'tn 51h 
. .. ...... ······ ........ ........ .. .... ...... ······ ······ lO!h • 1st 6th .. ... ... ...... 
11111lhcr of Units Required for Graduation ....•..•.......• · · • · · • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · 
...... ...... ...... . ..... 11th 
2nd 7th 
. . ... ... ...... 
. ..... ...... . ..... ······ 121h 3rd 8th P. ...... ...... 
~Pc of Organization 
...... ...... . ..... ...... Grad. 
(8-4, 6-6, 6-3-3, etc.) .•.....•............•..•......••.. 4th Total Gr. 
. ..... ...... ... ... ...... . ..... ...... Total H.S • 
~rclc th~ A'rti~le 
. ..... . .. . .. 
(Revised Statutes, 1943) Under Which School Is Organized: Art. III, Art. VI, Art. VIII, Art. X, Art. XXIV, Art. XXV, Art. XXVI, Art. XXVII. 
~ • . .. 
' 
~tied ' Signed ......... ..... .... .... .. .... ........ ······································ ... ······································ ···· ········. 
Secretary, Board of Education Superintendent 
11 
' ..... 
-· '-· 
Section 3 ELEMENTARY TEACHERS AND SUPERVISORS 
(List each school separately, including Ward Principals.) 
Name1 
(Gi•e Maiden u wdl u Married 
Name) 
Years of Experience Nebraska Certificate 1 College Preparation · 
Kind 
(State tuct title of Ezpira 
certificate) 
No. 
14 I I I I I I I 
is I I I I I · I I I I ~~ 
~16~1 ========:1 :1 :1==:1 =:1 =~:======:1======~1 :_1 -:1-: ...... (I 
17 
1 Report here Nebraska ccrtilicata only. If Temporary Certificate, indicate aradc(s) for which iuued. 
Section 4 
CURRICULUM DATA 
For First-Semester, Full-Year, ·and Alternate Courses and Activities. 
(I) (3) 
• to- 
~I 
(1) (5) (6) (I) (2) (3) (1) (5) (61 tG 
Weeki Weeks \ 
in Periods ungth SUBJECT No. Pupils T .. cher'1 In Perlodl ~It. eo::'" s: Pcri"c!i.. OR ACTIVITY' ! ~~~~; s':'~1:i Grade(•) eo::'" e: pcriod'.e. 
Activity ActMty ~ 
. -A-~CTJV~:.:.rr tEll~~~~~~~~~~~~I ~~~~~:1~~~~~=l1:~~~~~Li-l :::::~1~~~~=:1:~~~~l::~E~N~GL:::..;;1_s_R~-:.::-.:..-..,..-_...,._-_-_-=-_--~--!~~---_-_-_-L;....-~---_-_-..1.+-_-_~_~~-..J-l-_-_:;:_::.::_c::_!!_""L:-_-_-_-_-_-++- __ -. - ~ Hi-Y First Year ~ 
~G~i~rl~R::.::e~se~r~v~::_~~~-1-l~~-!.l~~-"'~~~L'~~-i-l~-·~'~I"'-. ~-ll·--"~::..;;~~o~~d~··~~~;a::..;;·r --!\~--1!---+--~-!--~-!--~-+--~~ 
~4-H~Clu~b-~ ~l1·~1,~1,-+~11~'1-11~Th~WY~eu~~l--!--l--!--l--!----!----+--I\-: 
Future Farmen Fourth Year ·.. ~ 
~F~utu~reT~eac=hen~~'~~'~~'~~'~~' --.J'~-11-~~~-'':----~-~-~-~~----~-~----~~----"· .. +-_:..~ 
-=-=Fu.:.:::..:...ture =Hom=emak:.::..:..:._en .L --!--I _--.;..._' _--.;..._' --l--1 ___.__I _11 1_.l_.I l~3J. 
I I I I I I Fi~u~~Vocal I I 1· .·. I . : l . IJ. 
I I I I I I Instrumental I I . L,1 
I I I I I AR.T I I -~ 
I I I I I I I 
I I .. I I I I IKDUST!llAL AR.Ta I I I ---~~----:-----+-~---;-~~~~--l--·--+--~l-Ge.::..:.:n~e~ra~l~S~h~op-"---~---l--~~~--l----+-~~--:.-.---1 
I I I I I I First Year I I I I I 1-1: 
~~,~~\--L-\__.\~~\_._\~\~==s~o=ndY:ear===1=:1=:1==:1=:1=:_1j: 
SUBJECT 
OR. ACTIVJTY1 
(2) 
Grade(s) 
No. Pupils 
Partici- 
patins 
T~cher'1 
Number 
Section I 
Class Plays 
Student Council 
Other: 
' - - . . .. . . .. - . 
c :!t.:·· .. 
, .. '· 
"": : 1 'l. .. - ... ' ... ·' CURRICULUM DAT A-..:...COntinucd : ' ' ., •' ' ==-- .. 
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . ;_ Weeki Weeki 
·;,,:-. SUBJl!CT No. Pupils Teacher's In Periods Lcnsth SUBJl!CT No. Pupils Teacher'• in Periods Lcngrh 
Ol ACTIVITY 1 .. Parde!· Number Grade{•) Course per of OR ACTIVITY 1 Partici· Number Onde{1) Counc per of : 
patina Section I ' « Weck 
Periods 1 patina Section I or Week Periods 1 ..__ AetiritJ Ac1MtJ - I I I CoMMERCIAL TllAININO I I I I I I ........ ' Typewriting- - First Year -- I I I I I I - ~CUAou (Indicate I ~h Offered) I I I I I I - I Shorthand I -!._int Year I I I I I I ,. - I ....__Second Y car General Ollice I I I I I -· Practice 
....... I - I Bookkeeping r--!irst Y e~r I I I ,··,,,. - 
~ 8'tond Y car I I , I I ....... NORMAL TltAININO I - 'ti!!MATICI I Prof. Training ~Plied Mathematics I I I , Junior Reviews 
~cbra-First Year I I , Senior Reviews 
~8'tond Year Agri. and Geog. "'. .•1, 1 of Nebraska '. , I ~rnetrv I , I Public School Music ~ I , I ,..__ ; • ·r,.. 
'~llCAL EDUCATION 
I I Indicate Courses or VOCATIONAL T1tAININO. I I , "--Activities) Agriculture-First Year 
. I Second Year I \: t . . ~ 
I I I· I .. Third Year 
I I 
Homemaking-- I I I I I '·I First Year ., .. ; 
f~!Ncu I I I I I I ~neral Science I I Second Year ~ I I I I I I I I I . I I I ll~ology Third Year . I I I I I I thysics 
£.hernistry · 
Trade. and Industries I First Year 
~dv, Physi~al Science ' I 'I.• I I ... ' Second Year 
trc-Flight Aeroiautics . I 
Divenilied Occupa- I tion-First Year 
~L STUDIES '· World GcoJl'Tllphy Second Year . "·'! . Distributive Education -· I -- -··I ··-- -- ~orld History First Year 
I I American History .. .. Second Year I 
J 
~odern Problems r·~~ Special Supervised I I I I I I Work Experience• I I I I I I I I I I .: I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 ! Pill In columns 3, 4, 5, and 6 In red foe 1ubiec11 •hich will ahcrnate next year •irb subjecu now beina offered. 
I• Period& of one hour per da1 ire recommended particularly for all councs which make uac of demonstration and laboratory equipment. 
""4, Jf the Vocational Training couna ottered are not aublidized in part by federal fundt, write the word 0Jocal" bdorc the courec. 
j llopon here oal1 lp«ial 1upenl1ed work aperirnca aor othenriac indicated .
... 
i' 
Sccaon S 
Ar.., ol ln11ructlon Tcuboolu ind 
Supplementary Books 
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT, OTHER THAN REFERENCE SETS AND LIBRARY BOOKS, 
Purchased Since Last Report - 
(In space provided list in so far as possible such items as slides, film strips, films, maps, charts, globes, apparatus, · equipment, and supplementary b<>okJ). 
. - 
I I Audlo-Vilual Aide I co-t Coot ! ' · aod Apparatua ind Equipment - 
I 11 ..--- 
·I II - 
.. II I ..--- 1:- --------------+-1 ---11:---------------~'---- 
1---------------i'--~ll;----·--------- I -- 
1 II ----!---·-·~ , -;-1 __ ._ll____________ I - 
-----i-------------r-'--~fl------------~'r----- 
1 - 
1-------------+l---:.1 -- 1-----------------+----r-----------------r~-:---- 
'_.- ------i------------------t-----r~-----------------t~- 
1
-----------------+---~r-------------------+~---- 
MATHEMATICS I . ----_- !-------------, 
ENGLISH 
SOCIAL 
STUDIES 
SCIENCES 
VOCATIONAL 
TRAINING 
l~~~~~~~---1-1~~11f--~~~~~~-.~.- .. -~ LANGUAGES _· ------·------------'.!- ----11;·- ------------------!---::: 
I - :==========================~--:1=====-~11·~----- , _ 
I II --- 1--------------;----ll  
------------------+----;;-------------------:~-- 1---------------+-----if----------------r'~-- 1--------------T'---ti~-------------+-~-- 
j .:----------------i.1~-- ---1-1 ---t-,1 -- 
INDUSTRIAL ---------------4'-;---:r----------------t-' --- 
ARTS -----------------+----~-----------------t~--- -----1-----------------+'---ff---------------j---- 
I : ; ·~ ---·---l---------------+-----''--------------:-- 
1 
- . . II · · I --: 
i I _. 
COMMERCIAL 
TRAINING 
NORMAL 
TRAINING 
FINE ARTS 
-------·---------,-.-.-11------------~+----~ 
--------1 fl - 
---------~-----1 II - 
l~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--·~,------=~~11------------+---~ 
II ~ 
PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION 
General Reference Seu-Names and Copyright Dates (1) 
(2) · (3) 
··············································· ... ·········· .... 
Section 6 
LIBRARY REFERENCES FOR GENERAL SCHOOL USE OBT AINEO SINCE LAST REPORT 
... ······················· .. ····················· ... ············· 
Number of Volumes. (1) Fiction · (2) Biography ··· 
(3) History and Travel ( 4) Others · · · 1 
Magazinet--Namcs. (1) · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • · · · • • • • • · · (2) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · ' · · · · · · · · · · · · ' ' · ' . · 1 
Ne~:~~~~~~~.··~;)·.·.·.·.· .. ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· ;;~:::::::::::::::::::::::: '.:::::::::::::::::::: ~:~ : : : : : : : : : . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :·::::::::::: :::! 
Tntal Exoenditures for All Library Materials for the Y car. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : : ..•................................. · · {11 
